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ABSTRACT 

 

The purpose of this research is to develop methods to support manual virtual 

assembly using haptic (force) feedback in a virtual environment. The results of this research 

will be used in an engineering framework for assembly simulation, training, and 

maintenance. The key research challenge is to advance the ability of users to assemble 

complex, low clearance CAD parts as they exist digitally without the need to create 

expensive physical prototypes.  The proposed method consists of a Virtual Reality (VR) 

system that combines voxel collision detection and boundary representation methods into a 

hybrid algorithm containing the necessary information for both force feedback and 

constraint recognition. The key to this approach will be successfully developing the data 

structure and logic needed to switch between collision detection and constraint recognition 

while maintaining a haptic refresh rate of 1000 Hz.  

VR is a set of unique technologies that support human-centered computer 

interaction.  Experience with current VR systems that simulate low clearance assembly 

operations with haptic feedback indicate that such systems are highly desirable tools in the 

evaluation of preliminary designs, as well as virtual training and maintenance processes. 

This work will result in a novel interface for assembly methods prototyping, and an interface 

that will allow intuitive interaction with parts based on a powerful combination of 

analytical, visual and haptic tools. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Overview 

The goal of this research is to develop and evaluate methods to support interactive 

low-clearance computer-aided design (CAD) part assembly in an immersive, virtual 

environment. This research will form the foundation of future advances related to product 

design in Virtual Reality (VR), specifically in the areas of assembly planning, virtual training 

and maintenance planning.  

One of the manufacturing engineer’s major responsibilities is the determination of 

assembly sequences and methods. Given an assembly of parts, the manufacturing engineer 

constructs the assembly sequence, determines the configuration of sub-assemblies, and 

attempts to balance the work load of workers along the assembly line to avoid bottlenecks 

in assembly. Software tools currently in use are based on traditional computer interfaces 

such as the monitor and mouse. While these tools support some aspects of decision 

making, they do not realistically account for how humans interact with parts. For example, 

CAD software can be used to identify interference fits between mating parts, but this 

software does not account for variables in human decision-making with respect to part 

manipulation.  As a result, human interaction with parts may not correspond with the 

assembly sequence determined through the use of traditional software tools.  Without the 

consideration of the human interaction, errors can emerge late in the design process which 
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may result in the need to make costly design changes. These errors could consist of 

misplaced parts, hard to reach areas, the need for supplemental fixturing and other actions.  

Hands-on interaction and manipulation of parts supports human decision making.   

Incorporating this kind of interaction during the assembly phase of the design process has 

the potential to identify errors before they become costly setbacks.  

Haptic feedback adds the senses of touch and force to the visual components of VR. 

The feeling of parts as they contact and fit together is a key consideration when evaluating 

assembly sequencing. Haptic feedback is essential to obtaining realistic model behavior 

because it acts as a physical guide to part interaction.  Operator experience with current VR 

systems shows that haptic feedback is a highly desirable tool in the evaluation of 

preliminary designs prior to prototype building.  

This work will integrate the concepts of haptic feedback and low clearance assembly 

into a single, powerful tool. The hybrid methodology combines voxel collision detection and 

automatic constraint recognition, allowing engineers to rapidly explore assembly scenarios, 

evaluate design concepts, and train assembly workers. This will result in a novel solution for 

assembly operations and allow intuitive interaction with parts under realistic premises. 

Assembly scenarios will be tested as a result of this work.  

 

1.2 Scope 

The aim of this thesis is to provide a novel method for VR manual assembly 

simulations to allow parts with low clearances to be assembled. The voxmap pointshell is a 
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reliable collision detection method, but is limited by its voxel approximation in low 

clearance situations. Constraint methods rely on highly accurate geometry information, but 

cannot provide the required haptic refresh rates.   Boundary representation (BREP) models 

contain the surface and face information of a part and can be subjected to geometric 

constraint solving algorithms.  In this work, automatic constraint recognition based on BREP 

data representation will be used to provide guidance in the assembly process. Individual 

voxels carry BREP data for constraint recognition purposes. Collision forces and torques are 

scaled down in this hybrid method while constraint guided alignment forces and torques 

are used as guides. This will make haptic feedback possible during low clearance assembly 

simulations. 

The VR interface allows optimal viewing capabilities through stereo viewing and 

position tracking. Fig. 1 illustrates one potential VR environment consisting of a projection 

screen, two haptic devices, stereo glasses and position tracking of the head positions. In a 

fully-immersive VR environment, it will be possible to view, interact with, and assemble 

components with the help of haptic feedback. 
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Figure 1: User Interaction through Desktop VR Interface 

 

1.3 Impact and Motivation 

Current virtual environments typically rely on visual and audio sensory feedback. 

However, in reality, the assembly process relies primarily on a person’s ability to feel how 

parts go together.  An immersive virtual environment including haptic feedback provides 

interfaces for interaction with CAD models before physical prototypes are built, thus 

allowing engineers to anticipate potential problems with physical assembly. Although haptic 

rendering and VR cannot be used to fully replace interactions on the real manufacturing 

floor, these methods present the potential to improve the decision making process of the 

user during CAD model manipulation.  

If VR is to be an integral part of the early design process, advances in collision 

detection and haptic modeling of complex CAD parts are needed to bring realism to 

immersive virtual assembly. Physical assembly processes engage multiple human sensory 

systems.  Adding sensory input to the virtual environment in the form of force feedback will 
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aid in the decision making process by bringing the virtual experience closer to what 

assembly workers will experience during production.   

One method to explore human interactions with parts in an assembly is to insert 

virtual humans into the digital environment. Virtual humans have been used in assembly 

planning and ergonomic studies, but they do not allow users the first-person experience. 

Human motions are anticipated and then programmed into the digital environment. The 

first-person perspective, in combination with haptic feedback, brings a high level of realism 

to assembly planning. The key feature of VR environments is real-time interactivity.  User 

input produces interactive modification of the virtual world. The combination of instant 

feedback and interactive use of the human senses permits VR to be an immersive, intuitive 

experience for users.  

Current VR technology allows users to look at the model from different perspectives 

and move within the virtual environment. Haptic feedback adds the sense of touch to the 

user experience and allows more natural, intuitive interaction with 3D CAD models. Without 

force feedback, the user can manipulate the models, but is not able to feel collisions 

between parts.  Because correct part-to-part interaction is the goal of the assembly design 

process, VR without haptic feedback is considerably less useful.   Incorporating haptic 

feedback into virtual manual assembly is therefore a necessary next step in improving the 

functionality of the VR environment, and by extension its usefulness as an engineering tool 

during manual assembly operations.    
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1.4 Organization 

The next chapter presents a review of virtual assembly applications, computational 

geometry and haptic devices. The chapter organizes previous research attempts based on 

part interaction in VR. Chapter 3 discusses boundary representations and different types of 

collision detection algorithms. In addition, haptic rendering and devices are presented. 

Chapter 4 presents a novel hybrid method and explains the voxmap pointshell method and 

geometric constraint recognition algorithms used for this research in more detail. Chapter 5 

discusses how the BREP data is tied to each voxel and also discusses force blending between 

voxmap-pointshell and alignment forces and torques. The application structure and 

features are discussed in Chapter 6.  Chapter 7 discusses pointshell shrinking and its 

effectiveness for assembly tasks. Chapter 8 evaluates the hybrid methodology and presents 

results. The chapter discusses the challenges involved in the hybrid method. The final 

chapter outlines the conclusion and identifies directions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2.  BACKGROUND 

 

VR is a technology that provides users with the ability to interact with a digital 

environment using multiple senses. The key elements of the VR experience are the virtual 

world, immersion, sensory feedback and interactivity [1]. The first of these, the virtual 

world, is a collection of objects, with rules and relationships that control the behavior of 

these objects in the virtual environment. Immersion, the second component, refers to the 

objective level of sensory fidelity and is often achieved through multiple sensory 

stimulations. The most common sensory experience implemented in a virtual environment 

consists of stereoscopic viewing and head tracking.  Position trackers are placed on the 

users head to track the person’s change in view. New views of the digital environment are 

created based on the new viewpoint and are displayed either on a projection screen or in a 

head mounted display. This control of the digital view allows a user to view the virtual 

object by moving his/her head in a natural way. 

One of the goals of VR is to provide immediate, interactive sensory feedback to the 

user. In order for VR to seem real or authentic, the environment must respond to the user’s 

actions. The VR environment allows users to move, select and release objects. VR 

technology allows the user to be present in a virtual world and to be mentally immersed 

while the VR system senses the user’s position and actions and responds to one or more of 

the user’s senses [1]. VR supports, amongst other things, interaction with 3D objects using 

natural hand and head motions instead of using more traditional computer terminal inputs.  
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Research in virtual assemblies faces several challenges. One of the primary 

challenges is to provide accurate and reliable collision detection that allows parts to be 

manipulated and does not allow interpenetration. Final positions of the parts can be placed 

using cues, but the interaction between parts and the user suffers if the cues take over. 

These cues can be pre-defined final part positions that allow parts to snap into place or 

geometric constraints that guide parts into the final position by simulating physical 

constraints computed in real time. In addition, data transfer between CAD and VR systems 

is very difficult, especially managing and supporting complex CAD parts. In the following 

section, previous research in virtual assembly methods is outlined.  

 

2.1 Virtual Reality Assembly Simulation 

In this section, research in the area of virtual assembly simulation is reviewed. The 

use of VR has matured beyond simply providing a stereo view with the ability to fly through 

a scene. Today’s VR is becoming a truly interactive 3D design environment.   VR has been 

used in several assembly planning simulations, in which the user can interact with 3D CAD 

models in a virtual environment.  These applications support factory planning, maintenance, 

assembly planning, visualization, and ergonomic assessment, among other tasks.  Other 

researchers have produced couplings of VR with other analyses modalities, such as finite 

element, multi-body kinematics/dynamics, fluid flow visualization, and other areas of 

application [2-5].   
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VR provides a different way to interact with CAD models than the traditional 

desktop-based applications. Ye et al. [6] concluded that the use of virtual environments 

helps users perform assembly tasks. They compared a traditional non-immersive desktop 

virtual environment with an immersive projection screen CAVE environment to assess the 

user’s ability to generate an assembly sequence for an air cylinder assembly consisting of 34 

parts.  The subjects were presented with these three conditions and were asked to generate 

an assembly sequence. This study showed that human subjects perform better during 

assembly operations in virtual environments than in traditional engineering environments.  

Virtual Reality has also been used for assembly planning to reduce cost and improve 

assembly sequence planning. While human factors are an important consideration in 

engineering design, assembly planning is critical to the success of the product. Assemblies 

can be very complex and can involve hundreds of parts. Each new product requires an 

assembly sequence plan. Assembly planning has a large impact on cost and production 

efficiency and is a critical step in the design process.  Typically, a production engineer 

performs assembly planning.  The process includes checking for part collisions and part 

trappings. Reorientation, directionality, and stability must be considered [6]. A step-by-step 

plan is developed to tell assembly workers what parts are attached to other parts, how they 

are attached, and in what order.  Input from CAD models is used to develop the plan and 

requires the assembly to be broken down into manageable subassemblies, which are then 

broken into individual parts.  

As a result for the need to improve assembly planning and developing optimized 

assembly steps, some researchers have focused on the automatic generation of assembly 
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sequences [7, 8] by using computational geometry to automatically identify mating surfaces 

and interferences. However, automatic generation of assembly sequences does not keep 

the human in the loop as a decision maker. Manual assembly simulations allow human 

operators to perform the required sequences and be part of the decision making process. 

As Gomes notes, the final goal of any assembly simulation “is the assertion that a part or 

component can be assembled by a human worker, and that it can be disassembled later on 

for service and maintenance” [9]. The following is an overview of research that has 

investigated issues with assembly operations in a virtual environment.  

Current methods follow several different approaches based on the level of part 

interaction with the environment. The first category consists of systems and applications 

that use physical properties to simulate the interaction of parts with the environment. 

These applications typically allow the user to move parts freely in the environment. Collision 

detection is used to prevent interpenetration of parts. The second category of applications 

uses constraints to place parts within the virtual environment. There are two types of 

constraints that are commonly used in virtual assembly simulations: geometric and 

positional. Geometric constraints are used to place parts precisely when physical 

constraints are not available. Positional constraints are used to pre-define the final position 

of parts. The third category of applications uses a combination of physics and geometric 

constraint based interactions to manipulate parts in a virtual environment.  
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2.2. Collision Based Applications 

Kuehne and Oliver [10] created IVY (Inventor Virtual Assembly) in 1995, which 

allowed the user to verify and evaluate the assembly characteristics of components. The 

objective of the application was to aid the design-for-assembly process. The assembly steps 

could be animated for further examination. Although collision detection was not 

implemented, objects were selected in the virtual environment using assembly hierarchy 

information. 

VSHOP was developed by Pere et al. [11] in 1996. It incorporated collision detection 

based on boundary boxes to avoid part interpenetration. VSHOP was a PC-based system 

that integrated a force feedback device, the Rutgers Master II. The Master II is a glove-

based haptic device that provides tactile feedback to the user through pneumatic actuators. 

Hand gesture recognition and gravity were implemented for several tasks. 

Bullinger et al. [12] at the Fraunhofer Institute of Industrial Engineering in Germany 

developed a system that created a script file containing the sequence of assembly actions. 

The application used a head-mounted Display (HMD) for stereo viewing as well as data 

gloves for gesture recognition. VirtualANTHROPOS [13], which simulates movement of the 

human body in a virtual environment, was used to view a virtual human during assembly 

tasks. Collision detection was enabled, and head and hand tracking was implemented with 

magnetic trackers. Only simple gestures such as reaching, grabbing, bringing, placing, and 

releasing were implemented. This research primarily focused on generating assembly 

sequences.   
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Physics-based applications render simulated physical responses between parts 

during collision detection. The key to this approach is the use of Newtonian physics to 

compute the motions of rigid bodies within that simulation. VEDA (Virtual Environment for 

Design for Assembly) by Gupta et al. [14, 15] relies on collision detection to model real-

world physical behavior. These physics-based algorithms simulated part trajectories once 

collision occurred. VEDA used two Sensable PHANTOM haptic devices to interact with 

models. However, the assembly process was limited to two-dimensional (2D) models.   

HIDRA (Haptic Integrated Dis/Re-assembly Analysis), developed by Coutee et al. [16, 

17], also supported haptic feedback. The user was able to grab models between two 

fingertips, but had only limited 3D manipulation ability (Fig. 2). Because the user’s fingertip 

was treated as a point and not as a surface, complicated geometries were difficult to handle 

with HIDRA. The application used polygon soup-based collision detection (SWIFT++). HIDRA 

switched between collision detection and constraint detection and maintenance. The 

constraint detection and maintenance occurred only when parts were already assembled 

and did not aid the user in the assembly step. This constraint algorithm reduces the 

interpenetration that can occur between parts; however, Coutee et al. did not compute any 

constraint forces since they were not always known. The application did not support 

immersive stereo.  
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Figure 2: Dual PHANToM Configuration with HIDRA [16]  

 

Kim and Vance [18] examined several collision packages and found the voxmap 

pointshell method to be best suitable for assembly operations.  Virtual Environment for 

General Assembly (VEGAS) [19], in addition to haptic feedback, allowed data glove 

interaction and implemented physically-based modeling for parts using the voxmap 

pointshell method (Fig. 3). The application tracked the user’s hand and head position in the 

virtual environment. The parts were manipulated using a wand in a CAVE environment. The 

application was able to handle full-scale models with high voxel counts. In later work, an 

extension to VEGAS implemented a virtual arm model for collision detection between a 

human operator and parts. A wireless data glove by 5DT Corporation was used to support 

gesture recognition. Dual-handed assembly operations were also supported.  
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Figure 3: VEGAS shown in a CAVE Environment.  

 

Out of this research, NHE (Network Haptic Environment) emerged to enable 

assembly tasks to be evaluated by individuals in geographically distinct locations [20]. The 

users were able to participate in a network with each other despite being in different 

locations. A local PC machine was designated as the haptic computer for each environment 

to ensure a haptic refresh rate high enough to provide smooth interaction between the 

virtual environments.  

Garbaya et al. [21] performed an experimental study where user performance was 

compared in real and virtual environments. A spring-damper model was used to provide 

collision and contact forces during the mating phase. PhysX, an open source toolkit for 

physics-based modeling, was incorporated to allow collision detection. Garbaya et al. used 

the CyberGrasp
TM

 haptic device from Immersion Corporation. The experimental study 

concluded that user performance improved when collision forces were rendered, as 

compared to when only grasping forces were rendered by the system.  
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2.3 Positional Constraint Based Applications 

Positional constraint based applications use pre-defined positional information to 

place parts in the virtual environment. Part assembly is accomplished by “snapping” a part 

to its final position when two parts come within close proximity. One of the first 

applications that integrated positional constraint based modeling was VADE (Virtual 

Assembly Design Environment), developed in 1995 by Jayaram et al. [22-27] (Fig. 4).  

Pro/Toolkit was used to import assembly data including geometric constraints and assembly 

hierarchy to simulate the assembly task. The geometric constraints were activated when 

parts were in proximity and snapping methods allowed completion of the task. Physics-

based methods simulated realistic part behavior such as sliding and swinging. VADE was 

used in ergonomic evaluations [28].  Only later versions incorporated geometric constraints.  

 
Figure 4: VADE by Jayaram [28]   
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2.4 Geometric Constraint Based Applications 

 

Geometric constraint based applications render the interaction between parts in a 

simulated environment using geometric constraints such as parallel, concentric or coplanar. 

IPSEAM (Interactive Product Simulation Environment for Assessing Assembly and 

Maintainability) was created by Fernando et al. [29] in 1999 and was one of the first 

applications that used D-Cubed for its geometric constraint recognition algorithm. The 

approach used by Fernando et al. investigated a generic system architecture based on 

geometric constraint based modeling and not on Pro/Engineer toolkits for geometric 

constraint import.  

The automotive industry has been receptive to integrating VR tools in their 

production planning. For example, Gomes et al. developed a virtual assembly system in 

conjunction with BMW [9].  The researchers used an HMD for the graphics display. A user 

study was conducted with a glove for gesture recognition and tactile feedback. Navigation 

though the virtual world was done through gesture recognition. The user study concluded 

that the tactile feedback was unrealistic and that realistic virtual assembly operations 

require force feedback to increase the performance of assembly tasks.  

Marcelino et al. developed a geometric constraint manager in 2003 to simulate 

assembly and disassembly tasks in VR [30]. The geometric constraint manager (CM) used 

direct interaction, automatic geometric constraint recognition, geometric constraint 

satisfaction and constrained motion (Fig. 5). The CM supported “against”, “collinear” and 
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“concentric” constraints and was able to validate and enforce existing geometric 

constraints. The CM recognized broken geometric constraints as well as new constraints.  

The geometric constraints restricted the object’s movement and determined its kinematics.  

Optimization techniques to handle object transformation and geometric constraint 

recognition allowed the system to handle industrial cases. The system did not support 

haptic feedback, but was supported for multiple, immersive virtual environments.  

 

Figure 5: The Constraint Manager Interface with Industrial Case [30] 

 

VAPP (Virtual Assembly Process Planning) was developed by Jun et al. in 2005. Part 

behavior was implemented using automatic geometric constraint recognition and collision 

detection. Assembly tasks were organized into hierarchical assembly tasks lists. Haptic 

feedback was not implemented. A discussion of the accuracy of the collision detection 

algorithm was not included.  

Wan [31] developed MIVAS (Multi-Modal Immersive Virtual Assembly System) at 

Zhejiang University in 2004. MIVAS uses Pro/Toolkit to import CAD geometry and 

predefined geometric constraints from ProEngineer. VPS was used to perform hand-to-part 
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collision detection, while RAPID [32] was used for part-to-part collisions. An “escape” 

direction was used to prevent any unnecessary collision detection during the first steps of 

disassembly. The authors did not discuss any clearance issues between CAD parts. The user 

was able to interact with very large scenes (more than 400 objects) with MIVAS.   

VECA (Virtual Environment for Collaborative Assembly) was developed by Chen et 

al.. [33] in 2005 and allowed collaborative assembly tasks to be performed at geographically 

dispersed locations. VECA also used Pro/Engineer to extract geometric constraint data as 

well as Pro/Toolkit for extracting geometry. VECA does not support haptics.  

Seth et al. developed a feature-based approach to geometric constraint recognition 

by taking advantage of dynamically contacting geometric features to predict assembly 

intent [34]. This approach to representing realistic model behavior is based on physical and 

geometric constraints. BREP data was used for collision detection, physical constraint 

simulation and geometric constraint based modeling based on the D-Cubed module. 

Although this research enables very accurate collision detection and allows feature-based 

automatic geometric constraint recognition, it lacks haptic feedback (Fig. 6). The user was 

able to assemble parts with two haptic devices, but no force feedback was rendered to the 

user. Instead, the haptic devices were used as 6DOF position input.  
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Figure 6: Dual-Handed Haptic Configuration for SHARP 

 

Iacob et al. [35] proposed a new method to manage collisions for contact 

identification. Polyhedron and kinematic constraints are generated and contact information 

is created. This approach allowed the use of a six DOF haptic device. The kinematic 

constraints are used to remove the collision detection between those contacts, therefore 

allowing assembly and disassembly to occur. 

The problem with this approach and others that use pre-defined geometric or 

positional constraints is that, as the part snaps into position, there is no checking for 

interference with other parts. These constraint based approaches follow an assembly plan, 

but they do not allow the user to explore alternate ways to assemble parts.  Because these 

approaches do not allow the user to perform any actions that do not conform to the pre-

defined constraints, the potential of the VR environment is not being fully utilized.  
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2.5 Combined Physics- and Constrained-based Applications 

Further developments for VADE allowed pre-defined constraint information to be 

imported and used during assembly tasks [36]. Wang et al. used the geometric constraint 

information obtained from Pro/Engineer for each part. The assembly tasks were performed 

using those pre-defined constraints. In addition, VADE was dependent on Pro/Engineer to 

generate model and constraint information, therefore reducing its compatibility with any 

other CAD program. This system required pre-programmed constraints and target positions. 

In addition, the final positions of the parts were also pre-defined. When the parts were 

close to the final position, they snapped into place.  

Loic et al. developed a method that uses non-smooth contact dynamics to 

manipulate objects in the environment and render haptic forces [37].  Geometric 

constraints were used for low clearance assembly. In a preprocessing step, the geometric 

constraints were identified by using the same constraints as applied by a CAD program to 

fully constrain assembled parts. This method uses “guide planes” as visual cues. These 

consist of geometric planes and surfaces that are created and added to the CAD 

representation before import into the virtual environment.  These guide planes are 

manually created in the pre-processing step (Fig. 7). 
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Figure 7: Positioning of a Peg with Guide Planes [37]. 

 

The guide planes appear when the moving part approaches another part where a 

constraint had previously been identified. The user’s motion is confined to the guide plane. 

The geometric constraint is engaged when the moving part approaches the stationary part. 

Once the geometric constraint is engaged, collision detection and haptic rendering are 

turned off. There were several potential problems when implementing this approach.  One 

is that turning off collision detection could potentially lead to other collisions occurring but 

not being detected. Also, in this method, the geometric constraint begins to exert force 

even before parts touch. This could result in parts being pulled into unwanted constraints.  

For example, if the user wanted to insert a pin into a specific hole from a line of holes, the 

neighboring holes would try to pull the pin in as the user moves the pin overhead.  

The hybrid approach as it is proposed here, including geometric constraint 

recognition and haptic rendering, will allow further development of VR as a tool for Product 

Life Management (PLM). The geometric constraint based algorithm will guide the manual 

assembly process, while haptic feedback is used to let the user know when parts are 

colliding. The next section summarizes previous and current research efforts and outlines 
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some of the challenges in collision detection and haptic rendering for virtual assembly 

methods.   

 

2.6 Background Summary 

This section reviewed and summarized several approaches that have been 

implemented over the years for performing virtual assembly simulations. Most of the early 

assembly methods did not use collision detection and depended on pre-defined final 

positions of parts which allowed them to be snapped into place when they were close to 

their final positioning. Using geometric constraints allowed for precise placement of parts, 

but these constraints were typically pre-defined and reduced the opportunity for human 

decision making.  

Pre-defined geometric constraints were activated when parts come close enough to 

each other and constrained motions were then used to place the parts into final positions. 

Geometric constraint based applications allow low clearance between mating parts because 

of the use of highly accurate CAD representations such as BREPs and parametric 

representations. The downfall of geometric constraint based algorithms is the need for 

special CAD toolkits to extract the wanted information. This is prohibitive to widespread use 

of these applications and reduces their acceptance within the user community. 

Advancements in constraint-guided assembly methods allowed close to real-time validation 

and application of geometric constraints and also did not require pre-defined constraints or 

require complex CAD data transfer.  
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There are many examples of using VR as an interface for product assembly and 

manufacturing purposes. Few of these systems have haptic force feedback integrated to aid 

in the assembly process due to the high refresh rate requirements for real-time haptic force 

computations. For a comprehensive review, see [38].  

Several key developments brought VR assembly methods research to their current 

state.  Physics-based assembly simulations used mass, moment of inertia, and center of 

mass to calculate physical responses such as collision, friction, gravity and other forces. 

Collision and tactile forces provided the user with an intuitive environment for assembly 

simulations. Haptic interfaces allowed users to touch and feel virtual models present in the 

virtual environment. Physics-based assembly simulations typically sacrifice collision 

accuracy in order to provide real-time collision checks.  The high refresh rate requirements 

for haptic force feedback (~1000 Hz) make low clearance assemblies very difficult to achieve 

due to reduced collision accuracy. The demand for highly accurate collision detection, while 

maintaining interactivity with the environment, is critical to the success of virtual assembly 

methods in industry and academia.  
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CHAPTER 3. GEOMETRIC MODELING 

 

Computational geometric modeling is used in a wide variety of areas to represent 

objects. Geometric modeling, defined by Mortensen, is “a computer-aided process” that 

uses “differential and analytic geometry, vector and matrix methods, tensors, topology, set 

theory, and an arsenal of numerical computation methods to capture the potentially 

complex description of an object” [39]. Geometric modeling research is directed toward 

topics such as realism and faster rendering algorithms. Other research areas include 

automatic finite element mesh generation, data management, and user interfaces.  

There are several geometric representation schemes used in CAD systems. The main 

schemes are: wire frame representation, various surface modeling schemes, constructive 

solid geometry (CSG) and boundary representation solid modeling, as well as sweep 

representation. Based on the representation scheme, different information about the 

model is derived from the CAD system. BREPs are of particular interest for this research as 

they allow geometric constraint recognition through surface and face collisions (Fig. 8).  

 

Figure 8: BREP Geometry [40] 
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3.1 Boundary Representation 

The standard BREP geometry model consists of discrete bounding surfaces, curves 

and point entities (Fig. 9). The BREP shape is represented using the limits of the object. A 

solid can be modeled as several connected surface elements. The main topological items 

are faces, edges and vertices.  BREP models allow highly accurate collision detection, 

physical constraint simulation and geometric constraint based modeling.  

Consider the peg and block models below (Fig. 9). The peg has one cylindrical face 

and two planar faces, whereas the block has six planar faces and one cylindrical face. In 

addition, both models have two cylindrical edges.  

 

Figure 9: Geometric BREP Entities in Peg and Block (Faces, Edges and Vertices) 

 

Geometric constraints solvers are standard in CAD packages and aid in the assembly process 

[39]. The advantage of BREP modeling is that the model has high spatial accuracy and 

facilitates motion constraints by an ad hoc kinematic constraint (virtual kinematics). Liu et 
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al. showed that a BREP model could be changed via haptic feedback by using a BREP model 

and a haptic geometry model [41]. The user was able to deform the surface model by 

pushing, pulling or dragging on its surface. This approach supported only simple models.   

The advantage of BREPs is that they are widely used in CAD. Because of their data 

structure, BREPs are used as the geometric basis in geometric constraint solvers. The goal of 

the geometric constraint solver is to find all placements of the geometric entities which 

satisfy the given constraints. Geometric constraints are geometric entities such as distance, 

angle, parallel, perpendicular, concentric, and tangent. Software such as D-Cubed, a 

collision detection and geometric constraint solver, is needed to deal with BREP data. 

Because BREP data structure uses lots of memory, haptic development is problematic. D-

Cubed does not support 1000 Hz refresh rates, which makes it unsuitable for stand-alone 

haptic rendering. Because CAD models and haptic models are based on different geometric 

representations, the use of haptic rendering has thus far not been able to be applied to the 

modification of CAD designs [41]. The next section talks about haptic modeling and the 

corresponding collision detection in more detail.   

 

3.2 Geometric Modeling and Haptic Rendering 

Three-dimensional objects for haptic rendering can be represented as surface-based 

or volume-based [50]. While the underlying geometry representation in most CAD software 

is the BREP, for display and rendering purposes polygonal and triangular meshes are 

created from the BREPs. Representing a surface geometry with a polygonal mesh is an 
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approximation process. Haptic rendering for polygonal meshes was introduced in 1995 by 

Zilles and Salisbury [42, 43]. Their method recorded contact history and provided stable 

force feedback interaction with polygonal models.  

Another method of collision detection is bounding volumes for each object.  

Collision detection for bounding-volume objects is primarily based on penetration depth 

computations. Bounding volume hierarchies are made out of tight-fitting oriented bounding 

boxes (OBBs) [45]. The bounding volumes are limited to spheres, axis-aligned bounding 

boxes, oriented bounding boxes, and k-dops [42, 46]. These algorithms test if two objects, 

enclosed in bounding volumes, overlap. The objects are then subdivided and the bounding 

volumes are again tested for overlap. A drawback to this method is that it may not perform 

significant culling in close proximity configurations, resulting in a high number of false 

positives (for collisions) and wasted tests [47]. These algorithms are able to perform 

continuous collision detection. Most of the existing algorithms can achieve smooth, realistic 

haptic rendering when limited to a few thousand polygons or a few surfaces [45]. Most 

scenarios are limited to 10 to 100 pairs of convex primitives [48].   

Modeling with polygons can offer a greater spatial accuracy than volume-based 

modeling, a major drawback to haptic rendering with polygons is the performance barrier 

when using highly complex models[49]. A simple object requires hundreds or thousands of 

primitives depending on model accuracy. Highly complex scenarios are therefore not 

possible without any major degradation of haptic update rates. Another way to generate a 

haptic model is to use a volume-based approach.   
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A volume-based model is constructed from voxels which are three-dimensional cubic 

elements. Volume-based objects are typically used when exact surface representation is not 

required. 

 Collision detection in volume-based models is done by sampling one volume and 

testing the inclusion of sampled points of the object against the voxels of another.  Most of 

the haptic rendering algorithms that use volumetric representations use distance field 

methods. One, the voxmap pointshell method, will be discussed in more detail later. 

Cuisenaire gives an overview of the distance field algorithms [51]. Essentially, these 

algorithms use a uniform or adaptive grid to sample distances between objects. Cuisenaire 

and Kaufman used a probability map that tests two volumes and then assigns a “surface 

crossing” probability to each space point. A distance map is then used to increase 

calculation speed [52, 53]. Non-uniform volume rasters, such as irregular grids, cannot 

currently be modeled. Volume-based haptic rendering methods such as the voxmap 

pointshell method have been used to provide haptic rendering and collision detection for 

complex engineering tasks at haptic refresh rates close to 1000 Hz. Combinations of 

voxelized and polygonal models have been explored [54] and continue to be of interest. 

 

3.3 Voxel-sampling-based Collision Detection 

Three-dimensional objects for haptic rendering can be represented as surface-based 

or volume-based [50]. A volume-based model is constructed from voxels. The data is 

converted to voxels and inserted into an occupancy map. The occupancy map is a regularly 
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spaced grid of cells that tells the model its location on the voxel grid. Volume-based objects 

are typically used when exact surface representation is not required. 

 Collision detection in volume-based models is done by sampling one volume and 

testing the inclusion of sampled points of the object against the voxels of another.  Most of 

the haptic rendering algorithms that use volumetric representations use distance field 

methods. One, the voxmap pointshell method, will be discussed in more detail later. 

Cuisenaire gives an overview of the distance field algorithms [51]. Essentially, these 

algorithms use a uniform or adaptive grid to sample distances between objects. Cuisenaire 

and Kaufman used a probability map that tests two volumes and then assigns a “surface 

crossing” probability to each space point. A distance map is then used to increase 

calculation speed [52, 53]. Volume-based modeling supports the required refresh rate, but 

non-uniform volume rasters, such as irregular grids, cannot currently be modeled. 

Combinations of voxelized and polygonal models have been explored [54] and continue to 

be of interest. Volume-based haptic rendering methods such as the voxmap pointshell 

method can provide reliable 1000 Hz refresh rates. They have been used in complex 

engineering tasks.  

The different modeling methods have advantages and disadvantages for haptic 

rendering.  In this research, combining volume-based haptic rendering with the precise 

geometric constraint information of a BREP model will bring the state-of-art in haptic 

rendering one step closer toward an entirely geometry-driven approach to haptic rendering. 

Using this hybrid methodology, geometric constraint recognition will be driven with BREP 

models, while the volumetric haptic representation will enable stable and fast simulation of 
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the forces and torques as well as collision detection. In addition, CAD models can be 

assembled with low clearance while precise haptic forces are computed. Geometric 

inaccuracies of the model will be mitigated because the voxel model will only be used for 

force computations.   

 

3.4 Haptic Rendering 

The method of geometric representation (modeling) drives what collision detection 

is used. Haptic rendering uses collision detection to generate contact forces to create the 

illusion of touching virtual objects. To obtain a collision or force response, the forces acting 

on the model or tool using collision detection as an input are computed. Collision detection 

is an essential element in haptic rendering because it detects potential violations of 

environmental constraints [42], but it can be computationally expensive for complex 

models.  

Haptic update rates must be as high as 1000 Hz to display smooth and realistic 

forces and torques [47, 55]. Currently, real-time graphic applications have a refresh rate of 

20 to 30 Hz [45]. However, the human tactile system can detect changes in forces at much 

higher frequencies of 500 Hz [56]. Therefore, it is critical that the haptic loop performs close 

to 1000 Hz. Sensitive collision detection via a high haptic refresh rate is critical because of 

the sensitivity of the human tactile system. Most existing haptic rendering methods can be 

divided into geometric-primitive-based and voxel-sampling-based haptic rendering. The 
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next section will discuss commercially available haptic devices and some research in 

bimanual haptics. 

3.4.1 Haptic Devices 

Being able to touch or feel a physical part is useful and intuitive for engineers. The 

sense of touch and kinesthesia can be enabled through haptic devices, which are 

input/output devices used in VR applications. Haptic feedback can add to the visual and 

audio feedback generated by VR as touch and force feedback is rendered. Burdea defines 

force feedback providing “real-time information on virtual object surface compliance, object 

weight, and inertia” [57]. Haptic devices require a refresh rate of 1000 Hz to produce 

convincing feedback [58].   

 

   
Figure 10: Desktop based Haptic Systems (left to right): SensAble's PHANTOM Omni, SensAble's PHANTOM 

Desktop, MPB-technologies Freedom 6S, Force dimension's 3-DOF Omega haptic device 

 

 
Figure 11: Several Glove based Haptic Systems: Immersion's CyberGraspTM, Immersion's Haptic 

Workstation 
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Haptic devices can be categorized into ground-based (Fig. 10), glove-based (Fig. 11) 

and tactile displays. For this research, ground-based haptic devices will be used.   

Force feedback devices such as SensAble’s PHANToM Haptic Device have been 

implemented in multiple CAD and gaming environments. Some of the most widely used and 

commercially available haptic devices for more than three DOF are manufactured by 

Sensable (Personal HAptic inNTerface Mechanism or PHANToM)
1
, Immersion Corporation 

(CyberForce)
2
, Sarcos (Dextrous Arm Master)

3
 and MPB Technologies (Freedom 6S)

4
. The 

PHANToM Omni developed by Massie and Salisbury [59, 60] will be used in this research. 

This haptic device allows six DOF and produces translational force feedback.  

3.4.2 Dual-handed Haptics 

Most of the research about two-handed interfaces and asymmetric hand usage can 

be found in human-computer interaction (HCI) literature. The use of dual-handed input has 

been of great interest to the mechanical assembly, medical surgery and free-form modeling 

community amongst others.  Research suggests that two handed input provides a more 

natural interface for the user [61]. Guiard suggests that there are different roles for the 

dominant and non-dominant hand during tasks in the VE [62]. In his study, the non-

dominant hand holds the part while the right hand manipulates tools. Furthermore, 

                                                 

1 www.sensable.com 
2 www.immersion.com 
3 www.sarcos.com 
4 www.mpb-technologies.ca 
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complex tasks are divided into different roles, with each hand performing different subtasks 

[63].  

Several researchers have implemented dual-handed haptics in their efforts to 

simulate assembly tasks in a virtual environment. The dual-handed haptic assembly 

simulations of particular interest to this research are HIDRA and SHARP. Although HIDRA 

uses two Phantoms, the user is only using his/her dominant hand to manipulate objects 

[16]. SHARP, on the other hand, allows the user to use both hands to interact with models. 

Seth et al. noted that dual-handed haptic implementation presents a major challenge to 

maintaining a haptic refresh rate of 1000 Hz [64].  

 

Figure 12: A User with a PHANTOM Haptic Device in a CAVE [65]  

 

Although most haptic devices are used in conjunction with a 2D monitor as part of a 

desktop system, haptic feedback can be added to a projection screen virtual environment 

[65] (see Fig. 12). Within the projection area, a movable stand allows the user to move in 

the virtual environment while interacting with models. Research in the area of networked 
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haptics has allowed several users to interact simultaneously with 3D models in a 

collaborative environment [20].   

 

3.5 CAD Data Exchange 

CAD-VR data exchange is an important issue facing the VR community. CAD systems 

used by industry and academia are typically not suitable for use in a VR environment.  Most 

VR applications use scene-graphs (OpenSceneGraph, OpenGL Performer, OpenSG, etc.) for 

visualization, which require simplified polygonal geometry to ensure interactive frame 

rates. Obtaining high fidelity graphical representations is difficult when dealing with real-

time interactivity where graphical rendering must be real-time as well. Currently, there are 

few standardized and non-proprietary ways to convert CAD data into a representation that 

is suitable for VR.  

During this CAD data translation process, parametric information or BREP data is not 

contained in the graphical representation. This requires VR applications that rely on 

geometric constraints to deal with two representations: one graphical and one with BREP 

information. Similarly, physical-based methods also require two separate representations of 

the CAD model in order to enable VR assembly simulations.  One model is required for the 

graphical representation and the other representation is typically much coarser and used 

for interactive physical simulation.  

Particular problems present the pre-definition of geometric constraint data for 

virtual assembly simulations. Special CAD toolkits are required to determine physical 

properties, geometric constraints, final transformation matrices, or other assembly data, 
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which ties such virtual assembly methods to those particular CAD systems.  In addition, 

manual pre-processing is often required. Because of the additional required work to pre-

process the models, this hinders widespread acceptance of virtual assembly methods. 

Several CAD software companies, such as UGS and Dassault System, have taken up the 

challenge and are providing interfaces for immersive, stereo visualization. However, most of 

them lack haptic feedback and provide only limited interaction with parts 
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CHAPTER 4. METHODOLOGY 

 

Combining assembly operations with VR has brought about numerous approaches to 

deal with part interactions. One of the setbacks is that some virtual assembly applications 

cannot handle scenarios where the final position of parts in the assembly is unknown. In 

addition, model pre-processing also hinder the use of virtual assembly tools in industry.  

This research tries to answer the challenges outlined above by combining haptic 

feedback with geometric constraint-based part guiding in order to provide a more realistic 

approach to assembly simulations in VR. Low clearance assemblies will be possible with this 

approach, while giving the user the freedom to manipulate parts without any pre-existing 

final positions or pre-defined geometric constraints. Human decision making is critical to 

identifying potential errors in the assembly and design processes. This chapter discusses the 

hybrid methodology in detail.  

 

4.1. Voxmap PointShell Method  

The voxmap pointshell method is a volume-based collision detection package 

developed as a fast collision detection method for complex models [66, 67]. The voxmap 

pointshell method was developed by McNeely, Puterbaugh and Troy for Boeing Company 

and was created specifically for large assemblies. The voxmap pointshell method can sustain 

the necessary 1000 Hz haptic refresh rate to render haptic forces smoothly. Kim and Vance 
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examined several collision packages and compared them with Voxmap PointShell (VPS) [18]. 

The voxmap pointshell method was found to provide realistic collision detection and 

physically-based interaction modeling with good performance [20, 68]. 

The voxmap pointshell method utilizes a collision detection method based on 

probing a voxelized part with surface point samples [67].  The surface of a scene object is 

voxelized, and the grasped or dynamic object is represented by a set of surface point 

samples called a pointshell. In addition, an inward pointing surface normal is associated 

with the pointshell.  The state of the object is computed at every frame by solving for the 

position of quasi-static equilibrium. 

In the voxmap pointshell method, models in the scene are voxelized in a pre-

processing step to a voxel size specified by the user.  The model is partitioned into regions 

of free space, object surface, and object interior by using a volume occupancy map or 

voxmap. The pointshell is then created by using all the center points of all surface voxels. 

This space is partitioned using a volume occupancy map or voxmap to create the voxels. 

Static objects are represented by voxels, while dynamic objects (moving objects) are 

represented by a pointshell set based on the voxelized model. The pointshell of the dynamic 

object is created by identifying all of the center points of all surface voxels of the dynamic 

object.  Surface normals are also a part of the pointshell data. Distance fields are 

implemented to give advance warnings of potential pointshell and voxel collisions [69] (Fig. 

13A).   
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Figure 13: (A) Point-Voxel Collision Detection, (B) Tangent Plane Force Model [70] 

 

 

The intersection of the pointshell with the voxel model is used as the basis for the collision 

detection and the haptic rendering.  The collision detection module checks for inclusion of 

the sample points in the scene voxels, and then a local force model is applied (Fig. 13B). A 

depth of interpenetration, d, is calculated when a point intersects a voxel. Based on this 

depth, a force is calculated based on Hooke’s Law (F = kd), where the force field stiffness is 

kff.  The spring stiffness is set to a high value to reduce moments of inertia calculations. A 

mass must be assigned to the dynamic object equal to the apparent mass for that object 

(Fig. 14).  

 
Figure 14: Virtual Coupling Model [70] 
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In order to avoid instability, a coupling force is applied between the virtual manipulator, or 

haptic handle as shown in Fig. 14, and the dynamic object. This coupling force and torque 

are composed of a spring force and torque. Damping terms are included in both equations. 

The spring force, FS, and torque, τS, are computed as:   

ν
ϖϖϖ

TTSpring bdkF −=     (1) 

ωθτ
ϖϖϖ

RRSpring bk −=     (2) 

where kT and kR are spring constants, bT and bR are damping coefficients, d and θ are 

distance measures and ν and ω are relative velocities.  

The collision force and torque are calculated by the voxmap pointshell method is 

proportional to the amount of inter-object penetration d and a force field constant kff (Eqn.  

3 and 4). The collision force, FContact, and torque, τContact, are computed as:  

dkF ffContact

ϖϖ
=     (3) 

θτ
ϖϖ

ttContact k=     (4) 

where kff and ktt are spring constants, d and θ are distance measures. The maximum 

distance a part can move is defined as maximum travel.  To reduce the processing load, a 

speed limit is imposed by the voxmap pointshell method.  This is also prohibits deep 

penetrations arising from collisions at high velocities.  A pre-contact braking force is 

calculated when deep point-voxel penetrations occur. This reduces the point velocity when 

approaching a voxel.  The breaking force, FBreaking, and torque, τBreaking, is based on the spring 

and collision forces: 

ν
ϖϖ

ffBreaking bF −=     (5) 
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ωτ
ϖϖ

ttBreaking b−=    (6) 

where bff and btt are damping coefficients. The total collision force, FCollision, and torque, 

τCollision, is based on the breaking and contact forces (Eqns. 7 and 8). 

ν
ϖϖϖ

ffffCollision bdkF −=     (7) 

ωθτ
ϖϖϖ

ffffCollision bk −=     (8) 

The total force, FNet, and torque, τNet, is based on the spring and collision forces (Eqns. 9 and 

10). 

CollisionSpringNet FFF
ϖϖϖ

+=    (9) 

CollisionSpringNet
τττ
ϖϖϖ

+=     (10) 

In addition to rendering forces from the virtual coupling (spring-damper system) 

between the dynamic object and the virtual hand, the voxmap pointshell method models 

part interaction using a module called Physically-Based Modeling (PBM). These interactions 

use rigid body dynamics to describe the dynamic state of a rigid body at time t. The basic 

equation of motion must satisfy the Newton-Euler equations of motion: 

xMtF
ρ
&&

ρ
=)(     (11) 

ωωω
ρρ&ρ

ρ
•×+= IItN )(    (12) 

where x is the linear displacement, F(t) is a linear force along time t, M is the object’s mass, 

w is the angular velocity, I is the moment of Inertia, and N(t) is the angular force.  The 

voxmap pointshell method solves these equations linearly using finite difference 

approximations. The resulting position and velocity offsets between the hand proxy and the 

dynamic object change the coupling force and the torque, which is then fed back to the 

haptic device.  
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Since objects are voxelized only on the surface, deep penetrations, which can occur 

if objects collide at high velocities, cannot be handled. This eliminates potential instability 

problems that can arise due to high contact stiffness. Deep penetrations are avoided by 

formulating the coupling force as a non-linear spring. Because the pointshell may contain 

too many points to be tested in a single haptic frame, an estimate of the minimum distance 

from any contact is calculated based on the distance field.   

Parts need to be moved at high enough speeds to follow the natural motion of the 

human hand. If the application refresh rate drops, the object appears lagging behind the 

hand movement. Voxel size and the voxmap pointshell method update rate affect the part’s 

speed.  A maximum time period can be defined for the part interaction calculation. The CPU 

will try to perform part interaction calculations until they are solved within the maximum 

time or the maximum distance the object can move per frame to reduce calculation time 

less than the maximum time.  

Hierarchical culling of sample points can improve processing speed, but ultimately 

the computational cost depends on the number of contact points. The voxmap pointshell 

method will allow up to a 32 bit memory allocation for each voxel and can store additional 

information such as surface, edge and vertex information of the BREP is closest to. Each 

voxel has 26 neighbors that share a vertex, edge or face with the neighboring voxel. In 

addition, the voxmap pointshell method has proximity detection. For any point on the 

pointshell, the voxmap pointshell method knows how far that point is from any object. The 

closer a point approaches a chosen object, the more often the voxmap pointshell method 
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samples it. During the sampling process, a tree approach is used to determine how close the 

parts are [67]. 

Because the voxmap pointshell method is a volumetric-based approach to haptic 

rendering, the accuracy of the collision detection and haptic rendering is inversely 

proportional to the voxel size. Smaller voxels will allow higher collision accuracy, but at 

small sizes, more voxels are required to represent the part, which increases the memory 

requirements of the application. Smaller voxel sizes may also increase the computational 

load because more voxel-pointshell collisions occur. When a pointshell penetrates a tangent 

plane that passes through the voxel’s center point, a depth penetration is computed. Voxel 

size plays a crucial part during part collision and interpenetration. Due to the nature of the 

voxelization process, low clearance parts cannot be assembled because of this accuracy 

limitation. The limitation of voxel-based collision detection is its voxel-scale accuracy [67]. 

4.1.1. Pointshell Shrinking  

A pointshell is a collection of points on the moving object that represent the centers 

of each surface voxel. Within the VPS software, there exists the functionality to specify an 

offset distance. This offset distance moves the point of each pointshell along its outward-

pointing normal by a distance defined by the user, in order to obtain finer-grain control over 

surface offsetting. Setting a positive offset moves the point outward which is sometimes 

implemented to guarantee no penetration occurs between colliding objects. However, 

when low clearance assembly is required, moving these points out from their initial 

positions further prevents assembly. The approach here is to use pointshell shrinking which 
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pulls points closer to the interior of the object along the surface normal direction. One 

advantage of using pointshell shrinking is that this method does not require re-voxelization. 

Because voxels are created on the boundaries with center points on the surfaces, 

they project beyond the surface of the model. The problem with this approach is that this 

creates potential collisions where technically there should be none.  The pointshell can be 

shrunk when parts are on the verge of being successfully mated.  Boeing has demonstrated 

this approach by inserting a bolt into a hole.  

 

Figure 15: Normal and Shrunk Pointshell Location 

 

Pointshell shrinkage is defined as a percentage of the voxel size. Because voxels are 

created using a volume partitioning approach, the points in the pointshell sometime exist 

beyond the surface of the model (Fig. 15). Pointshell shrinking has the potential to move 

these points to the surface or to the interior of the dynamic object, which could result in 

potential collisions where technically there should be none. It is possible to shrink the 

pointshell more than the voxel distance. This may cause the pointshell to do a local spatial 

inversion leading to erroneous forces. Unfortunately, there is no internal limit to curtail the 

amount of shrinkage on a point-by-point basis to prevent inversion. However, there is 
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virtually no run-time cost for shrinking the pointshells, which is important to maintaining 

the haptic refresh rate.  

The major limitation to this approach is that the user needs to tell the voxmap pointshell 

method when to shrink the pointshell. This can be done in advance, but may lead to 

detecting collisions that are not actual collisions between parts, but instead collisions 

between random boundary voxels. Therefore, it would be advantageous to be able to 

dynamically shrink or expand the pointshell.  

As a recommendation by McNeely, 50% smaller point-shells should be used for the 

voxelized model. The voxmap pointshell method will provide the collision detection and 

haptic feedback while D-Cubed will be used for geometric constraint management. While 

pointshell shrinking allows tighter fits between parts, it will not be used in this research 

because geometric constraint based and collision-based forces will be blended.  

The voxmap pointshell method uses a tetrahedral mesh to produce a voxelized 

model. Because of the cubic voxelization process that the voxmap pointshell method uses, 

hole sizes are reduced in diameter compared to the graphical representation of the part. 

This becomes problematic during low clearance assemblies when a pin is inserted into a 

hole. Multiple collisions occur with tight clearances, and forces are sometimes calculated 

before the CAD surfaces actually touch each other. This approach works well for most 

assembly scenarios, but due to the geometry approximation, the voxmap pointshell method 

does not allow low clearance assembly due to the maximum offset discussed above. 

Reducing the voxel size to produce a better geometry approximation is sometimes not 

feasible due to the increased memory requirements for small voxels.   
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When low clearance objects are assembled, due to the approximation of their 

geometry, collisions will occur when they should not.  Knowing which voxels are colliding 

with each other allows the methodology to search for the corresponding boundary 

representations. D-Cubed will then be used to determine if geometric constraints are 

applicable to these BREPs. If they are, the voxmap pointshell model is then turned off. If a 

geometric constraint can be applied to the identified BREPs, the models are reoriented to 

match the constrained and can then be reassembled while the voxelized model is dormant. 

For example, when a pin is inserted into a low clearance hole, the BREP geometry will guide 

the pin while haptic rendering is disabled at that instance. Collision and contact forces will 

be calculated based on pointshell shrinking at that time.  

 

4.2. Geometric Constraint Recognition and Solver 

Geometric constraint based modeling will allow low clearance parts to be assembled 

while maintaining realistic part behavior. The voxmap pointshell method provides haptic 

rendering and collision detection, but the approximation of the CAD geometry prevents the 

assembly of low clearance parts because collision of voxels will occur where they shouldn’t. 

Geometric constraint recognition will provide a solution by providing geometric constraints 

when parts are close enough for geometric constraints to be applied. The geometric 

constraints will be solved, aligning the parts based on the geometric constraint 

requirements while haptic rendering is paused during the geometric constraint based, 

highly accurate final assembly step. D-Cubed, a family of software components from 
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Siemens UGS [71] is used for the geometric constraint recognition part of the test bed. 

There are four D-Cubed modules as shown in Fig. 16. 

 

Figure 16: D-Cubed Modules. 

 

 

The D3E_BASE module holds the model data structure definitions and specifies 

which 3D geometry model format is used for the other D-Cubed components. The BREP 

model will be loaded using the D3E_BASE module, which makes this information available 

for the other components of D-Cubed.  

D-Cubed’s Collision Detection Manager (CDM) is responsible for managing collisions 

and interferences. The CDM uses the BREP data loaded by the D3E_BASE to query for 

collisions. This allows for highly accurate collision detection. Collisions between part 

surfaces can be detected with an accuracy of 0.0001 mm [34] based on parts modeled by 

Seth et al. 
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The Assembly Engineering Manager (AEM) performs physical simulation [72]. BREP 

data is used by both the CDM and the AEM, which allows a model’s physical constraints to 

be highly accurate. The AEM module treats collisions between the BREP surfaces as contacts 

and calculates part trajectories based on these collisions during assembly. It integrates 

mass, inertia properties and gravity to implement realistic model behavior. The AEM also 

handles movement of the models in the environment. The physical dragging algorithm 

allows the user to move selected parts in a realistic way. The AEM also handles contact and 

permanent geometric constraints. The contact constraints are used to check for 

interpenetrations and for simulating realistic part behavior. The geometric constraints 

restrict the degrees of freedom of the part; for example, fixing the part in space so that it 

cannot move in any direction.  Part behavior is based on the part’s mass and inertia 

properties during AEM movements. For the hybrid method, the AEM will not be used 

because the voxmap pointshell method handles the physical behavior of the parts.  

The 3D dimensional constraint manager (DCM) is the constraint solver for D-Cubed. 

It uses dimensions and geometric constraints to position parts in the assembly, and is 

responsible for positioning parts based on their geometric constraints. Concentric, 

coincident, tangent and parallel constraints can be defined through this module. This 

module also handles over- and under-constrained parts. The constraint manager will also 

choose a solution from among several possible solutions so that the geometry arrangement 

is maintained. In addition to the geometric constraint handling, the DCM also is able to 

modify part shapes and can be used to generate 3D sketches. Distance, angles, curves and 

surfaces can be implemented with this module.  
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SHARP by Seth et al. investigated an approach that combined physical and geometric 

constraints [34, 73]. While the physical constraint simulation enabled realistic part behavior 

during collisions, the geometric constraint based simulation allowed precise part 

manipulation and assembly. Seth et al. used D-Cubed as their constraint solver [74].  

Any geometry or rigid set in three dimensional Euclidean space has 

six degrees of freedom (three translations and three rotations), minus the number of 

translation symmetries and rotational symmetries possessed by the geometry, plus any 

internal degrees of freedom. Using this it can be shown that a line has four degrees of 

freedom, a plane has three, a circle has six (including one internal degree of freedom), a 

cylinder has five (including one internal degree of freedom), a sphere has four, a swept 

surface has five and an evaluated parametric curve or surface has six. The model would be 

solved by calling the evaluate function. The DCM will calculate the resulting transformations 

to the model, and the application can read these and supply the new transformation matrix 

to calculate geometric constraint forces and torques for the hybrid method. There are 

several different types of geometric constraints and dimensions that can be applied to a 

parametric geometry. In particular, tangent, coincident, distance dimensions, alignments, 

and surface orientations are possible.  

 

4.3 Hybrid Method  

This section describes the implementation of the hybrid haptic-constraint algorithm. 

Previous research by this group has yielded a reliable geometric constraint based test bed 
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that will be integrated with the haptic feedback algorithm of the voxmap pointshell method. 

This method relies on the voxmap pointshell method to provide better refresh rates than 

other collision detection methods. Tying boundary representation to the voxels will allow 

the geometric constraint recognition algorithm to “piggy-back” on the voxmap pointshell 

collision detection.  

This hybrid approach will be using three separate geometry models: a tessellated 

model for visualization and display, a voxelized model for the voxmap pointshell method 

collision detection and force calculation, and a BREP model for geometric constraint 

recognition. The three models will be bound together in the virtual environment and must 

be moved synchronously.  The user will be able to select and move parts in the 

environment. The voxmap pointshell method will be responsible for collision detection 

based on the voxelized model. Once collisions occur, geometric constraints will be checked 

by identifying the colliding BREPs. If valid geometric constraints are found, the geometric 

constraint algorithm will apply those geometric constraints to help guide the user in the 

assembly step. To model realistic model behavior during insertion of models, collision forces 

are calculated based on the voxmap pointshell method collisions and are blended with 

geometric constraint based forces.   

Additional information about the model can be tied to voxels through expansion of 

the voxel data definition within the voxmap pointshell method. The voxmap pointshell 

method can, in turn, access this additional information during pointshell-voxel collision and 

then decide if a geometric constraint needs to be applied. This method would create a way 

of tessellating BREP data prior to using the virtual environment. The BREP information 
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would be saved in the tessellation, and software will then convert a tessellation to a 

voxelized model while preserving the BREP information from the previous step (Fig. 17). 

 

Figure 17: Model Flow Chart 

 

 

Once the voxelized model carries BREP information, the next step is to develop an 

algorithm that can decide the likelihood of needing to apply a geometric constraint, and 

how a geometric constraint can be phased in. Timing is important because if the geometric 

constraint is applied too soon, the haptic force will jump unnaturally as the graphics model 

is pushed toward the constraint. Conversely, if the geometric constraint is applied too late, 

the system may not recognize it, which would cause errors.  

4.3.1. Performance 

The key to this approach is both the data structure and the logic related to switching 

between the voxmap pointshell method and geometric constraint recognition. Performance 

is a key issue to be explored. A 1000 Hz haptic refresh rate must be maintained at any cost. 

Performance-enhancing measures such as cluster computing may be necessary to complete 
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this project. Ultimately, it is the goal of this research to generate an immersive environment 

where the user can interact naturally with the objects. A decrease in collision detection and 

haptic performance will impact the goal negatively and cloud the evaluation of the hybrid 

approach. An evaluation of the hybrid method to test an assembly sequence planning task 

should be performed to assess the method’s effectiveness.  
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CHAPTER 5. VOXMAP POINTSHELL-CONSTRAINT HYBRID METHOD 

 

The goal of this research is to combine haptic feedback with geometric constraint-

guided assembly. The research explores and develops methods to combine VPS-based 

haptic feedback with BREP constraints to allow realistic part interaction. Direct CAD input, 

low cost and precise collision detection are emphasized to produce a virtual assembly 

simulation that is capable of assembling low clearance parts. This research provides a 

methodology that allows low clearance collision detection for virtual manual assembly with 

haptic force feedback. This methodology uses a novel algorithm to simulate natural part 

interactions in a virtual environment that is based on a hybrid voxel/boundary 

representation. A data structure to support voxel, BREP and tessellated models was 

developed to support collision detection, BREP identification, automatic geometric 

constraint identification and haptic force and torque generation (Fig. 18). In addition, 

contact forces and torques related to geometric constraints must be generated to provide 

convincing haptic feedback to the user.  
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Figure 18: Force and Torque Flowchart 

 

 

Current geometric constraint based methods cannot provide reliable 1000 Hz 

refresh rates for haptic feedback, but they do allow very accurate collision detection by 

using boundary representation of CAD parts. The use of the exact geometric representation 

of a given part allows low clearance and geometric constraint based assemblies, whereas 

geometry approximation methods such as the voxmap pointshell method do not support 

exact geometry collisions or geometric constraint based movements. However, the voxmap 
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pointshell method allows reliable 1000 Hz haptic refresh rates and can calculate collision 

forces and torques within the refresh rate.  

 

5.1. Hybrid Methodology 

This section describes the implementation of the hybrid haptic-constraint algorithm. 

Previous research by this group has yielded a reliable geometric constraint based test bed 

that will be integrated with the haptic feedback algorithm of the voxmap pointshell method.  

 
Figure 19: Binding of Separate Geometry Models in the Hybrid Method 

 

This hybrid approach will be using three separate geometry models: a tessellated 

model for visualization and display, a voxelized model for the voxmap pointshell collision 

detection and force calculation, and a BREP model for geometric constraint recognition. The 

three models will be bound together in the virtual environment (Fig. 19). The user will be 

able to select and move parts in the environment. Internally, the application switches on 

and off a geometric constraint recognition thread while the collision detection thread 

constantly runs.  
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The voxmap pointshell method will be responsible for collision detection based on 

the voxelized model. Once collisions occur, geometric constraints will be checked by 

identifying the colliding BREPs. The voxmap pointshell method will be used to determine 

which faces are colliding with each other through the use of stored data in the voxels and 

return a pointer to the colliding faces. This pointer then is supplied to the geometric 

constraint solver method to determine if geometric constraints can be applied to the parts 

in contact based on the type of face supplied. If valid geometric constraints are found, D-

Cubed will apply those geometric constraints and calculate a new position matrix based on 

the constraint for the dynamic part. A constraint force and torque is calculated and supplied 

to the voxmap pointshell method.  The methodology then determines if a voxel colliding is 

part of the constrained face. In order to prevent any geometric constraint based forces and 

torques must be phased. To model realistic model behavior during insertion of models, 

contact forces and torques are calculated when voxel to pointshell collision occurs. 

Constraint based forces and torques are calculated based on constrained position matrices, 

but must be removed when voxels that are colliding are determined to be in a constrained 

contact.  

 

5.2. Tying BREP Info to Voxels 

To switch between voxel-based collision detection and geometric constraint-guided 

low clearance assembly, boundary information must be tied to voxels. This approach 

combines the best capabilities of two advanced methods and should allow for more 
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intuitive virtual manual assemblies through the use of haptic force feedback and geometric 

constraint-guided low clearance parts. At this point, tessellated data cannot be associated 

with boundary representation data. They both contain unique information about the part. 

Triangle data from CAD parts cannot be directly associated with face or edge BREP info at 

this point. While there are methods that can tessellate boundary representations, they are 

not open source and would require preprocessing of CAD data, which was not desired for 

this methodology.   

Additional information about the model can be tied to voxels through expansion of 

the voxel data definition within the voxmap pointshell method. The voxmap pointshell 

method can, in turn, access this additional information during pointshell-voxel collision and 

then decide if a geometric constraint needs to be applied. This method would create a way 

of tessellating BREP data prior to using the virtual environment. The BREP information 

would be saved in the tessellation, and software will then convert a tessellation to a 

voxelized model while preserving the BREP information from the previous step.  

JtOpenToolKit allows access to BREP and triangle data.  However, there is no 

connection between BREP data and level of details (triangle data) within JT. Although there 

may be methods that can tessellate BREP data, they are currently not open source.  

Therefore, this methodology needs to reconstruct the connection between voxels and BREP 

data. The association between voxels and the BREP must be done in a way that the 

geometric constraint solver understands.   

The *.jt file contains BREP data. This BREP data can be accessed and saved to a 

Parasolid (*.x_t) file. The Parasolid file is then read into D-Cubed. D-Cubed then adds the 
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part to its own geometric constraint scene and creates a face and edge array. At the same 

time, the voxmap pointshell method is supplied tessellated data and then in return 

voxelizes the part. Within the voxmap pointshell method, a voxel traversal can occur. This 

traversal allows the user to gain information about the individual voxels such as the position 

and add data through the use of the voxel expansion. Through this traversal, a BREP face or 

edge can be directly associated with any given voxel. Each voxel can be traversed once the 

BREP data is loaded into D-Cubed. A D-Cubed test cube, same size as a voxel, will be collided 

with the BREP (D3 representation of the model).  

 

Figure 20: Association of BREP Face ID with Voxels 

 

The test cube will be moved based on the voxel position determined in the traversal 

step. Next, the collision detection will determine which face or edge the voxel belongs to. A 

look up list is created for each voxel (Fig. 20). The face and edge data can then be stored in 

the list. A pointer to the list can be stored in the private data of the voxel. 
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Figure 21: Lookup Table for BREP Face and Edge Data  

 

 

During the voxmap pointshell collision detection, the private data stored in each 

voxel can be accessed to reveal which faces or edges the voxels are colliding with. The 

voxmap pointshell collision detection returns each voxel that is in collision with another 

pointshell (Fig. 21). Based on the collision results, the lookup table is used to determine 

which faces and edges the colliding voxels belong to. This in return is supplied to D3. Our 

logic will test if geometric constraints can be applied. Additionally, the voxmap pointshell 

method knows if a voxel is on the surface or the inside. The voxmap pointshell method will 

only return the private data of voxels that are located on the surface and ignore any other 

voxels.   

Fig. 22 shows a typical assembly with a peg and a hole. Once collision occurs, faces 

and edges that belong to colliding voxels are identified on both parts. These face and edge 

identities are then supplied to the geometric constraint algorithm to access face or edge 
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arrays and then to determine if geometric constraints can be applied. The geometric 

constraint recognition algorithm will then calculate a new position matrix. Using the new 

and the previous position matrices, constraint forces and torques are calculated.  

 
 

Figure 22: Assembly Sequence for Hybrid Method 

 

5.3. Constraint Recognition 

Geometric constraints are constant, non-numerical relationships between the 

geometric entities of a CAD part. Examples of geometric constraints include parallelism, 

perpendicularity, and concentricity. A planar constraint can be applied to planar surfaces 

with a non empty common area. A cylindrical constraint or cylindrical joint is defined 
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between cylindrical surfaces. Unidirectional cylindrical constraints are defined between 

conical surfaces. Spherical constraints can be applied between spherical surfaces with the 

same center, radius and opposite normals. Linear annular constraints are defined as a 

spherical (convex) surface lying inside a cylindrical (concave) surface. 

For this particular method, concentric, planar and spherical constraints were chosen. 

These particular constraints are used most often in assembly tasks. The geometric 

constraint recognition algorithm will decide whether two faces are cylindrical or if they are 

planar. If both faces are determined by the algorithm to be cylindrical, a cylindrical 

constraint will be applied to both parts (Fig. 23).  

 
Figure 23: Positioning of a Cylindrical Peg over Hole Using Coincidence of the Cylinder Axis and the Joint 

Axis. 

 

For the concentric constraint, a center axis is applied to both parts and the 

movement of these parts is restrained to movement along that center axis. If both faces are 
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determined to be planes, a planar constraint will be applied. The planar constraint allows 

the parts to move parallel to each other on a plane. Fig. 24 shows the geometric constraint 

algorithm loop. If no geometric constraint can be applied, the geometric constraint loop will 

simply return to the collision detection loop (Fig. 24).  

 
Figure 24: Constraint Recognition Algorithm 
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The geometric constraint recognition algorithm can be expanded to allow for other 

constraints. At this point, only concentric and planar constraints were tested during the 

hybrid method evaluation.  

 

5.4. Blending Constraint with Collision Forces 

Once the voxelized model carries BREP information, the next step is to develop an 

algorithm that can decide the likelihood of needing to apply a geometric constraint, and 

how a geometric constraint can be phased in. Timing is important because if the geometric 

constraint is applied too soon, the haptic force will jump unnaturally as the graphics model 

is pushed toward the geometric constraint. Conversely, if the geometric constraint is 

applied too late, the system may not recognize it, which would cause errors.  The voxmap 

pointshell method only detects collisions between vertices-to-surfaces, vertices-to-faces 

and-edge-to-edge collisions. The geometric constraint recognition algorithm using D3 will 

be able to complement the voxmap pointshell method because it can handle face-to-face 

collision detection and determine appropriate geometric constraints for such collisions, 

while allowing low clearance parts to be assembled. “Alignment forces and torques" means 

the forces (and torques) that are generated to represent the geometric constraint, e.g., for 

a cylinder-on-cylinder constraint, it is a torque that aligns the axes plus a force that pulls 

axes into congruency. Collision forces and torques are calculated by the voxmap pointshell 

method collision detection.  
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The force blending algorithm will use two calls to the voxmap method collision 

detection. The first call will be a general collision test against all static objects. No scale 

factor will be applied to the collision forces and torques. At this point, the alignment forces 

and torques are null. This first collision detection will return only voxels that are colliding 

with each other.  Those voxels are then queried for face and edge identifiers through the 

voxel data expansion.  

The second call to the voxmap pointshell method collision detection will only test 

bodies that are colliding. Scale factors for force and torque blending are set. This step may 

require a capacity or some sort of filter to smoothen out scale factor. The voxmap pointshell 

collision detection then adds all contact forces when voxel to pointshell collision occurs. The 

algorithm will not add forces when voxels are determined to be in a constrained contact. 

This can be done through a list of all collision forces and torques. The list is then queried to 

determine what forces and torques need to be added. This can be done through the voxel 

data expansion where edge and face array is known. When the geometric constraint 

recognition algorithm determines a geometric constraint, those faces and edge arrays must 

be cross-referenced with the voxmap pointshell method. The collision detection then can 

blend forces and torques with known geometric constraints. When the geometric constraint 

recognition algorithm determines a new position, an angle between the two objects can be 

determined. When the angle is large, a weak force must be applied to align the parts. A 

smaller angle between the parts will require a larger force. The following is a more detailed 

description of the force blending algorithm.  
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A floating-point variable "x" is defined to express how fully the geometric constraint 

is engaged at any given time. X varies from 0 to 1, where 0 means "not at all engaged" and 1 

means "fully engaged". The force blending factor is dependent on the distance of 

separation and angle of rotation between the geometric constraint and the object.  For 

example, in a cylinder-on-cylinder constraint, x would depend upon both the angle between 

the axes and the linear separation distance between axes. Let FC be the force that the 

voxmap pointshell method computes for all point-voxel collisions that occur in the region of 

the geometric constraint. The voxmap pointshell method distinguishes such collisions from 

other collisions by consulting BREP information stored in points and voxels. Let FA be the 

force that the voxmap pointshell method computes to represent the geometric constraint 

using a linear spring model. The net force and torque can be calculated and applied as 

follows (Eqns. 13 and 14): 

xFxFF ACNet *)1(*
ϖϖϖ

+−=      (13) 
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When the geometric constraint is not at all engaged (x=0), the net force is FC, and when the 

geometric constraint becomes fully engaged (x=1), the net force is FA. It is easy to create a 

scenario where both the voxmap pointshell and constraint forces must be engaged to 

prevent the user from intersecting with parts. Fig. 25 shows a bolt that is being inserted into 

a cylindrical hole. The flat bolt surface also touches a cylindrical “stop” preventing the bolt 

to sit flush against the hole.  
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Figure 25: Sample Part Insertion Where Force Blending is Critical 

 

In the case of the bolt being inserted into the hole, a cylinder-on-cylinder constraint 

can be applied. An alignment torque must be calculated so that the axes are aligned. An 

alignment force will pull the axes into congruency. At the same time, collision based forces 

must still be calculated in order to prevent parts from intersecting when no geometric 

constraints can be found during those voxel collisions (Fig. 25).  

Fig. 25 shows a peg-hole mate modeled as a two-dimensional mate. The diameter of 

the hole and the diameter of the peg diameter are known. The page approaches along a 

path with some initial lateral and angular offset. Because of this initial offset, the peg must 
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both rotate and align in order to mate with the hole.  θ, the angular offset, can be defined 

as the angle between the axis of alignment and the manipulated object. For example, 

during a concentric constraint, θ forms the angle between the axis of the hole and the axis 

of the peg. θ can be easily calculated using the alignment matrix and the overall body 

transformation matrix. When θ is very large, FC should be the primary force acting on the 

object. When θ is very small, FA should be only be acting on the part and keep the part 

aligned with its particular geometric constraint. The distance offset, d, can be defined as the 

difference in position between the axis of the hole and the axis of the peg. This difference 

can be calculated using the alignment matrix and the initial body transformation position.  

 

Figure 26: Peg-Hole Mate 
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In addition, an insertion depth, l, is defined as the insertion depth. The voxel 

pointshell method can return a list of locations of all point-voxel collisions.  Only those 

collisions that are known to participate in the geometric constraint (based on private data) 

are used to calculate the current pin depth. For that subset, maximum and minimum values 

for x, y, and z are determined independently. The coordinate having the largest difference is 

adopted as a conservative estimate of current insertion depth.  Such definitions could 

subsequently be fine-tuned for haptic quality.  

Currently, the force blending factor, x, is parameterized from 0 to 1. Force blending 

relies on how fully the geometric constraint is engaged.  0 means that the geometric 

constraint is not at all engaged and 1 means a fully engaged geometric constraint. In 

addition, a cylinder-on-cylinder constraint has angular and distance displacements. 

Therefore, the force blending factor must be dependent on this angular and distance 

displacement as shown in Fig. 26. 

)/()/( 00 *5.0*5.0 ddeex −−
+=

θθ
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where θ0 and d0 are defined as the following: 

lvoxelsize /0 =θ      (16) 

voxelsized =0     (17) 

Currently, both angular and distance components have the same weight in 

determining the force blending factor. It is not clear at this point, if different weights would 

provide better results for low clearance scenarios.  In order to calculate d, provided you 

know a pivot point which is preserved under rotation by both matrices. For the hybrid 
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method, the "pivot" is chosen to be the centroid of the model. This data is available in the 

BREP structure.  

Furthermore, θ0 and d0 are chosen so that the resulting force blending factor, x, 

produces a smooth response surface. Fig. 27 shows the resulting blending factor. When θ 

and d are very small and approach 0, the resulting blending factor is 1. However, when θ 

and d are large, the resulting blending factor approaches 0. Adjustments to θ0 and d0 can be 

made. However, at this point, the resulting blending factor results in a smooth curvature 

and therefore would prevent any large changes in the blending forces to occur.  

 

Figure 27: Response Surface of Force Blending Factor  
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Fig. 27 shows the response surface for the blending factor when θ0 and d0 are 

plotted. A smooth response surface will produce less abrupt changes in the force blending 

factor and therefore less abrupt changes in the resulting alignment forces.  

The alignment force is a simple spring force, just like the user's virtual coupler. As 

such it will contain logically contain a stiffness coefficient, call it kA. Before force blending, 

therefore, the alignment force is defined as: 

dkF A

ϖϖ
*0 =      (18) 

where F0 is the alignment force before force blending, d is the alignment distance and kA is a 

spring constant chosen arbitrarily. A stiffer spring constant would produce a higher FA, 

which could potentially prevent the user from getting out of geometric constraints. The 

stiffness constant kA is therefore chosen to be similar to the spring constant used in the 

spring force calculation. During force blending, FA is multiplied by x. Therefore, under force 

blending the constraint force becomes: 
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1

00 dd
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+=
θθ

ϖϖ
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where F1 is the alignment force after force blending.  The effective stiffness can then be 

calculated under force blending, by taking the partial derivative of the above expression 

with respect to d. That result then needs to be adjusted by adjusting the alignment stiffness, 

kA, so as to always be less than the stiffness of the user's virtual coupler. This ensures that 

the user always remains "stronger" than the geometric constraint.  A similar discussion 

applies to constraint torque. 
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The user (acting through the spring-damper virtual coupling) must be "stronger" 

than the alignment force. This prevents the user from being involuntarily pulled into the 

geometric constraint and remaining stuck there. Otherwise, the alignment force would be 

simulating a powerful magnet. However, the geometric constraint must be powerful 

enough to be effective. In addition, the haptic operation must be stable, meaning that the 

net stiffness must not exceed the device's rated maximum virtual stiffness. 

For example, a peg is inserted into a hole. The hybrid method can identify that both 

colliding surfaces are cylindrical and a concentric constraint can be applied to the parts. 

Once a cylinder-on-cylinder constraint is fully engaged, the part requires only alignment 

forces and torques to stay aligned, but no collision forces. If collision forces and torques 

were calculated based on the voxmap pointshell method, it would prevent the bolt from 

being inserted (as was the problem with previous approaches that did not combine 

geometric constraint based assembly with the voxmap pointshell method). The plane-on-

cylinder collision between the bolt flat surface and a cylindrical stop does not result in a 

geometric constraint. The collision forces and torques must be calculated for this face-to-

face collision, otherwise, otherwise there would be no force or torque preventing the bolt 

to pass through the cylindrical stop.  
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CHAPTER 6. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

6.1 Hardware 

Providing multiple types of VR systems would allow smaller companies to take part 

in VR-based design. Large systems such as multi-sided CAVEs are expensive and require a 

team of experienced administrators. A low cost approach to virtual assembly simulation 

would give an engineer the opportunity to use an immersive system every day, thus truly 

integrating VR in the design process. Collaborative work can also be encouraged through VR 

systems.  

This research presents a methodology that can be used on a wide variety of display 

systems, such as single pipe, single projection walls or multiple pipe projection 

environments such as the C6. The C6 is a three-dimensional, full-immersion, synthetic 

environment, newly renovated in 2007. This facility consists of a 10 ft. x 10 ft. room where 

all four walls, the floor and the ceiling are projection screens that are capable of displaying 

back-projected stereoscopic images. The six projection surfaces each display 4096x4096 

pixels, making it the highest resolution CAVE system in the world, with over 100 million 

pixels of total resolution.  
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Figure 28: Desktop VR Setup with 2 Phantom Omnis 

  

The application runs on a Windows workstation, but can be ported to a Linux system 

(Fig. 28). Currently, only 32 bit libraries are available for this hybrid method, but 64 bit 

libraries should soon be available from third party software companies. The Windows 

machine (64 bit operating systems) consists of 4 3.2 GHz Intel Xeon processors with 6GB of 

RAM. An Nvidia Quadra FX 5800 graphics card with 4GB graphics memory is used. A 

magnetic tracking system (Polhemus Patriot) tracks the user’s head to provide the system 

with the user’s position. Crystal Eye shutter glasses from StereoGraphics Corporation 

provide stereo viewing. The user wears the shutter glasses, which are synchronized with the 

computer display to alternate the right and the left eye views at a rate of 120 Hz to produce 

stereo images of the virtual environment.  
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6.2. Haptic Devices 

The application supports PHANTOM haptic devices from Sensable Technologies. The 

OpenHaptics Toolkit library is used to enable haptic devices. The OpenHaptics Toolkit works 

with a variety of haptic devices from Sensable. The PHANTOM Omni was chosen for its 

compact footprint and cost-efficiency. The Omni communicates with the computer using an 

IEEE-1394 FireWire port. 

 

6.3 Software 

The test bed will be developed using C++ as the programming language. The VR 

Juggler open source software toolkit [3, 75] will be used for controlling the virtual 

environment. VR Juggler provides an application interface that supports a wide variety of 

display devices. By selecting different configuration files, the application can be run on a 

desktop monitor, one wall projection screen, multiple wall projection screens or a head 

mounted display [76, 77].  Sensable Technologies OpenHaptics Toolkit will provide device 

control for the PHANTOM Omni. OpenSceneGraph (OSG) will be used for rendering graphics 

and visualization. The voxmap pointshell method will be used for collision detection and 

haptic rendering, while D-Cubed from Siemens will be used to handle the BREP data and the 

geometric constraint recognition (Fig. 29).  
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Figure 29: Application Libraries 

 

JT files contain both triangulated and boundary representation models (amongst 

other data). JtOpenToolKit is used to access this information. For the hybrid method, the JT 

file is traversed and triangle strip data is accessed and converted to triangles for the 

voxelization process. In addition, the triangle data is also fed into a module that visualizes 

and saves them as OpenSceneGraph files. The boundary data is also accessed during the JT 

file traversal and a corresponding Parasolid file is saved. Due to the large amount of data 

that a boundary representation file contains, it was not possible to keep this data structure 

in memory. The BREP data is read into the method once the voxelization process is 

complete and enough memory has been freed up.  

 In order to tie the boundary data to the voxel, this method performs collision checks 

with the boundary voxel based on the voxel size and location. This process occurs after the 

BREP data has been added to the scene. A Parasolid cube is created for each object loaded 

in the scene. The dimensions of this Parasolid cube are that of the object’s voxel size. During 
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a traversal of the voxelized object, each voxel can be accessed. This access allows the hybrid 

method to grab positional info of the voxel and use this info to move the Parasolid cube. 

The Parasolid cube is then collided with the corresponding boundary representation of the 

objects. During this collision detection, the hybrid method determines which faces and 

edges the Parasolid cube was colliding against and stores this information in a Look-Up-

Table.  

D-Cubed is a wrapper that is used to implement the geometric constraint 

recognition algorithm. The wrapper allows further access to the boundary data and can be 

used to determine whether a given face belongs to a cylindrical or planar face. The 

geometric constraint algorithm then can determine the appropriate geometric constraints.  

A Look-Up-Table is an array that holds a set of pre-computed results for a given 

operation. This array provides access to the results in a way that is faster than computing 

the result of the given operation each time. This Look-Up-Table can be expressed as a 

function of an integer value. This integer value is then saved into the voxel’s private data. 

The private data is accessible during the voxmap pointshell collision detection. The Look-

Up-Table for the colliding voxels, containing face and edge data, can then be used to 

determine whether geometric constraints can be applied using the geometric constraint 

recognition algorithm.  

The voxmap pointshell method is used to calculate collision and constraint forces. 

OpenHaptics is used to communicate with the haptic device and render the forces 

appropriately to the user. While Omni devices only transfer 3DOF Haptics, the hybrid 

method calculates torques as well. Use of a 6DOF haptic device is possible with this method.  
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6.4 Application Structure 

6.4.1 Initialization 

Previously, CAD software such as SolidEdge and Pro/Engineer were used to save the 

geometry of a part as a BREP model (*.x_t) as well as a graphics file (*.osg). In addition, a 

tessellated model (*.stl or *.itri) was saved, which was then converted to the voxelized 

haptic model. The use of *.jt files makes this conversion step unnecessary and allows the 

user to specify only one file instead of two or more input files. JT OpenToolKit is used to 

traverse the model and grab tessellated data from the JT file directly. In addition, the BREP 

model is also accessed and stored. During the JT traversal, the tessellated data is loaded, 

and element and normal information is read and stored. The element data is then 

converted to a VPS voxmap (*.vps). The tessellated data is also used to visualize the given 

geometry with OpenSceneGraph. The initialization of the application is completed when all 

three models are bound to each other.  

Binding of the BREP data occurs during voxel traversal when all boundary objects are 

loaded in the scene. This process may require some time since each voxel in the scene used 

to bind the BREP data. For scenes with very large numbers of voxels, this process may take 

several minutes.    

The application is now ready for interaction with the user. The actions of grabbing, 

moving, or colliding parts are monitored by the application and the corresponding haptic 

feedback is calculated by the voxmap pointshell method. When the user is ready to 
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assemble the parts and requires low clearance parts to fit together, the Automatic 

Constraint Recognition (ACR) module is activated through the menu. The user can then use 

geometric constraint recognition to finish the assembly. During the ACR activation, D-Cubed 

software determines if geometric constraints can be applied to parts and calculates a new 

transformation matrix. The voxmap pointshell method collision loop is never stopped.  

6.4.2 Simulation Loops 

This methodology is written as a multi-threaded application. There are several 

simulation loops in this methodology that require a high level of interaction. The graphics 

loop updates the graphics and monitors inputs from the mouse, keyboard or a wand. The 

haptic loop is responsible for computing collision forces and rendering them back to the 

haptic device. It also reads the device position data and switch state. The physics loop 

checks if parts are colliding. The hand collision loop detects if the hand pointer is touching a 

part and requires movement of the part. The geometric constraint loop checks what BREPs 

are involved in the collision and performs a geometric constraint recognition algorithm to 

determine if any geometric constraints can be applied to the colliding parts.  
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Figure 30: Simulation Loops 

 

Fig. 30 shows the different simulation loops for the hybrid method and the required 

model inputs.  

6.4.3 Application Flowchart 

The application reads a text-based configuration file that includes the models being 

loaded and state flags. The user can specify the initial position of the model and the scale 

and size for each voxel. The voxmap pointshell method then voxelizes the tessellated model 

files in preparation for calculating collisions. The graphics models are also stored in a scene 
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graph structure. Once the initialization is complete, the methodology uses the simulation 

loops to monitor the part interactions (Fig. 31).  

 

Figure 31: Application Flowchart 

 

 

The hand loop is responsible for the interaction between the user and the part. If 

the user moves the hand pointer over a part, the hand loop will detect that the user has 

selected a part and attaches the part to the hand. The user can now move the model with 

the hand. After this action by the user, the physics loop now controls the interactions. If a 

collision occurs, pointers to BREP faces and edges are used to determine plausible 

geometric constraints. If geometric constraints can be determined, geometric constraint 
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based forces are calculated and the model position is updated accordingly. The haptic loop 

is responsible for calculating and rendering forces to the haptic device. When the user is 

satisfied with the new part position, the parts are released and the user is returned to the 

initial hand loop.  

 

6.5 Application Features 

Direct import of CAD geometry into the application is a key feature of this 

methodology. Reducing the steps required to transfer CAD data into VR-compatible models 

will allow engineers to use VR technology more efficiently. Additional pre-processing of the 

CAD data requires more time in the product design process and may also lead to distortion 

of the original CAD model. Most engineering companies use standards in their CAD software 

and compatibility between the CAD software and this methodology is desired. As described 

before, three geometry models are used for this application. The collision model is a 

tessellated model that most CAD software supports (*.jt). The tessellated model is parsed 

and the voxmap pointshell method uses the triangle and normal information to generate a 

voxel representation for the collision detection module. A graphics file has to be exported, 

but OpenSceneGraph accepts several generic graphics models.   

An advantage to using VR Juggler is that the runtime configuration environment can 

be adapted easily to run on a typical desktop machine or a CAVE. In addition, the assembly 

environment can be changed using a configuration file. The number of models and location 

for each model can be changed for each model in the virtual environment. The application 
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also allows the user to specify the voxel size for each model. Smaller parts that require low 

clearance assembly can be specified to have smaller voxels, whereas larger models used for 

fixturing may have larger ones. Due to the nature of the hybrid approach to virtual 

assembly, some of the application modules can be turned on or off.  For example, if the user 

desires to run the application without geometric constraint recognition, a flag in the Visual 

Studio preprocessor can be turned off and the application will run only voxel-based collision 

detection without geometric constraint recognition. The same application executable file 

can therefore be used to run different modules, and can be used to interact with varying 

models using the configuration file.  

Dual haptic interfaces have been explored previously with the voxmap pointshell 

method. Interacting with two hands in the virtual environment improves the realism of the 

application. The user will be able to perform assembly tasks with both hands, receiving 

force feedback using the same natural motions and dexterity as in the real world. Two parts 

can be manipulated simultaneously. This may reduce the assembly steps a user is required 

to undertake while replicating real world interactions. However, dual haptic interfaces drop 

the haptic refresh rate considerably and may reduce the performance of the methodology 

even further.  

Runtime voxel size variation has been discussed in previous chapters. In addition to 

shrinking/expanding the voxels during the geometric constraint recognition sequence, the 

user will also be able to change the voxel size “manually”. During the initialization process, a 

voxel size is assigned to a part. Without the runtime module, the user would not be able to 

change the voxel size while using the application. This module will enable the user to 
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change the voxel size when the initial voxel size is not optimized for the assembly task and 

can override the initial size. The user will be able to select a part and the voxel size can then 

be increased or decreased using menu options. The model is then parsed with the new 

voxel size using the tessellated model. All simulation loops are stopped while the model is 

voxelized. Changing the voxel size does not require the application to be stopped and 

restarted while the user in the process of assembling parts. Future work could include 

selective voxelization of certain areas of interest within a part to provide even smoother 

transition for the hybrid switch.  

Subassemblies are an integral part of an assembly planning sequence. It is very 

common that subassemblies consist of several parts or several subassemblies. When two or 

more parts are selected and grouped into a subassembly, the VPS, D-Cubed and graphic 

scene graphs need to be rearranged so that the subassembly represents a single entity in 

the virtual environment.  Once the user is satisfied with the final position of parts, the user 

will then be able to select the group of objects, which in turn are treated as a single object 

by the application. The voxmap pointshell module must be restarted to calculate the mass, 

center of mass and other properties of the new subassembly. Once the internal calculations 

are complete, the user will be able to move and interact with the new subassembly like 

every other part in the environment.  

Although the implementation of these features is not crucial to this framework, they 

will, however, give the user the ability to plan a more realistic assembly sequence. The use 

of dual-handed haptic has been shown to create a more realistic approach to assembly 
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simulations. The exploration of a dual-handed haptic in a CAVE would be a direct extension 

of this research.  
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CHAPTER 7. POINTSHELL SHRINKING ASSESSMENT 

 

This chapter investigates the effect of pointshell shrinking and feature size on 

manual assembly operations in a virtual environment with haptic force feedback.  

Specifically, this research examines the use of pointshell shrinking and the effect of feature 

size in voxel-based modeling for haptic rendering as a way to improve manual assembly of 

low clearance parts.  CAD parts were created, voxelized and tested for assembly.  The 

results showed that pointshell shrinking allows the engineer to assemble parts with a lower 

clearance than without pointshell shrinking.  Further results showed that assemble-ability is 

dependent on part diameter and clearance. As the diameter increases, assembling low 

clearance features becomes difficult. An empirical equation is developed to guide the 

designer in selecting an appropriate voxel size based on feature size. These results advance 

the effort to improve manual assembly operations via haptic feedback in the virtual 

environment.  

In this chapter, the voxmap pointshell method is examined to determine if shrinking 

the pointshell aids in assembling low clearance parts. Previous research using voxel-based 

methods has been unsuccessful in achieving low clearance assembly.  Furthermore, 

selecting an appropriate voxel size and clearance has been an iterative process. This paper 

examines the pointshell shrinking method and its ability to improve the assembly process. 
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7.1. Experimental setup 

 7.1.1 Software  

The test bed was developed using C++ as the programming language.  The VR Juggler 

open source software toolkit was used for controlling the virtual environment.  VR Juggler 

provides an application interface that supports a wide variety of display devices.  OpenGL 

Performer (PFB) will be used for rendering graphics and visualization.  VPS
TM

 will be used for 

collision detection and haptic rendering. 

 7.1.2. Hardware 

The application runs on a Windows workstation. The Window machine consists of 

dual 3.6 GHz Intel Xeon processors with 3GB of RAM.  A PCI Express Nvidia Quadro 4400 

graphics card with 512 MB graphics memory is used.  A magnetic tracking system (Polhemus 

Patriot [78]) tracks the user’s head to provide the system with the user’s head position.  

CrystalEye® shutter glasses provide stereo viewing (Fig. 32).  
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Figure 32: Hardware Setup 

 

Two PHANTOM Omni haptic devices from Sensable Technologies are using in this 

setup (Fig. 34).  The Omni was chosen for its compact footprint and cost-efficiency. The 

Omni communicates with the computer using an IEEE-1394 FireWire port.  

 

7.2. Procedure 

There are two studies presented in this paper.  One examines the effect of pointshell 

shrinking on assemble-ability and the other determines whether assemble-ability was 

dependent on feature size. For example, a typical assembly scenario is a peg inserted into a 

whole. When the peg radius increases, more opportunities arise for the peg to become 

stuck in the hole, because the voxel-topology-based surface normals are not strictly 

perpendicular to the peg’s surface, and so they "catch" on the hole's surface voxels (under 

the point-voxel force model) and create small resistive forces that cause the peg to stick.  If 
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the peg radius is sufficiently small, then the user's applied force (under the virtual coupling 

model) can still overpower the accumulated resistive forces, but if the peg radius is too 

large, then resistive forces sum to a value that the user can no longer overpower.  

 

7.2.1. Pointshell shrinking affect on assemble-ability study 

Two CAD parts, one with a peg feature and one with a hole are modeled in SolidEdge. 

The nominal diameter of the hole is 18.75 mm. The models being used are shown in Fig. 33.    

 

Figure 33:  Peg and Hole 

 

 A standard ASCII *.stl file is prepared as the basis for voxelization.  During the 

voxelization step, the triangular polygon and surface normal vector information is read from 

the .stl file and converted into a voxmap.  Fig. 33 shows the pin part and the block with hole 

feature after voxelization. 

Table 1 summarizes the experimental design.  The voxel size of the pin part and the 

voxel size of the hole part are varied.  The nominal dimensional clearance, defined as the 

difference in diameters, of the models is also varied. This is accomplished by keeping the 
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diameter of the hole part constant and changing the diameter of the pin during the study. 

The amount of pointshell shrinking is also varied. 

Table 1: Experimental Setup for Pointshell Shrinking 

Factor Range # of levels 

Peg voxel size (mm) 0.25 -> 2.0 10 

Hole voxel size (mm) 0.25 -> 2.0 10 

Clearance (mm) 2.5, 1.4, 1.0 3 

Pointshell shrinking 0 ->1.0 11 

 

JMP, statistical software, was used to create the design of experiment. There were 

27 trials.  Within the range for each factor, experimental values were chosen at equal 

intervals (Table 1). This experiment has a multi-factorial design to test the assemble-ability 

of a peg part and hole part based. The design varies both parts’ voxel sizes, clearance and 

pointshell shrinkage.  

The task is to try to assemble the parts together. An operator is initially presented 

with two parts as displayed in the virtual environment. Full assembly is determined as the 

state of assembly when the pin is fully inserted into the hole part. The assembly results for 

each assembly trial were recorded and analyzed. If the parts can be assembled, the 

operator records a “1” and if they cannot be assembled the operator records a “0”.  If the 

peg was able to be partially inserted, the result was recorded as “0”. The operator was not 

limited by trial time and therefore, the trial time was not recorded.  In general it was 

estimated that it took less than two minutes to determine if parts could be assembled.  All 

tests were performed by the same operator.   
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7.2.2. Feature Size Affect on Assemble-ability Study 

The same general methodology was used in the second study to determine if feature 

size affects assemble-ability. The goal is to develop an empirical relationship between voxel 

size, clearance and assemble-ability to give guidance to the engineer when picking suitable 

voxel sizes for mating parts. The same base CAD models were used with different 

dimensions. In this study, the peg and hole diameters were varied (Table 2). There were two 

distinct voxel sizes used in the study: 2.0 mm and 0.4 mm. The pointshell shrinkage was set 

to 0.5 for all trials. There were a total of 62 trials.  

Table 2: Experimental Setup for Feature Size 

Factor Values 

Peg diameter (mm) 15, 35, 55, 75, 95 

Peg voxel size (mm) 2.0, 0.4 

Hole diameter (mm) varying 

Hole voxel size (mm) 2.0, 0.4 

Pointshell shrinking 0.5 

 

The peg diameter was varied at five levels. The hole diameter was chosen randomly. 

The results for each assembly test are recorded and analyzed. Again, if the user was able to 

insert the peg into the hole, it was denoted with a “1”, while not being able to insert the 

peg was denoted with a “0”.  All tests were performed by the same operator.   

 

7.3. Results 

Analysis of variance statistics (ANOVA) were performed to analyze the results. A 

probability, p, was computed where p is the probability that difference is due to chance 
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factors. χ² , or chi-squared, distribution of independent standard normal random variables. 

An F value was determined for the voxel size prediction formula.  A significance level of p≤ 

0.05 was selected for all experiments.  

In this experiment, the pointshell shrinkage was varied from 0 to 100% to determine 

what effect pointshell shrinking has on the assemble-ability of the peg and hole.  The results 

were analyzed using an ordinal logistic model. The factors were specified as numerical 

continuous and the result of each trial was an ordinal data type. The p-value for observed 

significance of a one-tailed t-test was recorded (Table 3).  

Table 3: ANOVA Table for Pointshell Shrinkage 

Source χ² p 

Peg voxel size (mm) 0.598 0.4395 

Hole voxel size (mm) 0.869 0.3513 

Pointshell shrinking 3.209 0.0732 

Clearance 4.646 0.0311 

 

Clearance is statistically significant in determining if parts can be assembled (χ² 

4.646, p<0.0311). Interestingly, the pointshell offset percentage is weakly significant as well 

(χ² 3.209, p<0.0732).   

Pointshell shrinking at 100% always produced the best results: allowing assembly at 

the lowest clearance. However, a 100% value for pointshell shrinking has the potential to 

produce spatial inversion. This is because each individual point of the pointshell is originally 

located at the center of the voxel. A 100% pointshell shrinking value would result in moving 

the point a distance of one voxel dimension along the surface normal. This movement 

places the point outside of its own voxel boundary. Due to the risk of spatial inversion, 
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McNeely recommends that realistically, pointshell shrinkage should not exceed 50% of 

voxel size.  Spatial inversion leads to erroneous collision forces and torques.  While it is 

possible to achieve tighter clearances with the aid of pointshell shrinking, it is a 

methodology that should not be overused to obtain better fits.   

The experimental data from the feature size affect was used to formulate a prediction 

formula for the voxel size to be used for the voxelization of the CAD parts. In this case, the 

voxel size for both the peg and the hole were the same value.  The results of the ANOVA are 

shown in Table 4.  There were a total of 33 trials. A standard least squares fit model was 

chosen to construct model effects.  

Table 4: Analysis of Variance 

Source Degree of Freedom Sum of Squares Mean Square F Ratio 

Model 2 0.112 0.056 21.250 

Error 15 0.040 0.003  

Total 17 0.154   

 

The effects are found to be not significant (F 21.250), the differences between the means 

were equally effective (Table 4). Table 5 shows the sum of squares, F and p values for the 

peg and hole diameter effects.  

Table 5: Table for Effect Tests 

Source Degree of Freedom Sum of Squares F p 

Peg diameter (mm) 1 0.080 29.989 <0.001 

Hole diameter (mm) 1 0.088 33.139 <0.001 

 

The p values for peg (F 29.989, p<0.001) and hole diameter (F 33.139, p<0.001) are 

highly significant.  This indicates that assemble-ability depends on peg and hole diameter 
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and voxel size. In order to create a fit for this formula, only results from assembled parts 

were used.  Both the diameter of the hole and the peg have a significant influence on the 

assembly experiment. Analysis of variance (F 21.25 p<0.001) shows that the fit of the voxel 

size prediction is significant. The summary of fit reveals that the model reveals that the R
2
 

value is 73.91%, which means that the errors between the actual and the predicted 

response are significant and this formula cannot predict with a high enough certainty a 

voxel size that will actually allow assembly. The voxel size prediction formula follows in Eqn. 

20.  

001.0)(*027.0 −−= PegHole DDvoxelsize   (Eq. 20) 

 

The difference between the hole and the peg diameter is defined as clearance. Rearranging, 

the equations becomes: 

001.0*027.0 −= Cvoxelsize     (Eq. 21) 

 

where C is the clearance. Solving for clearance, the clearance must be larger than 0.037 for 

part assembly. However, the R
2
 value suggests that the fit for this equation is not very good 

and the clearance might be larger or smaller once a higher R
2
 value is achieved through 

more testing.  

With a more accurate prediction expression, it should be much easier for the 

engineer to calculate an appropriate voxel size and reduce the amount of trial and error 

that was previously required to ensure that parts would be able to fit together. This 
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prediction equation could be improved upon by refining the voxel sizes and running more 

experiments. This would create a much better fit for determining the optimal voxel size.  

 

7.4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, this chapter improves prediction of a voxel size that will support 

assembly. This prediction takes a given hole diameter and a given peg diameter into 

account. Engineers choose peg and hole diameters based on the fits they desire. This paper 

allows the engineer to determine a voxel size that would meet assemble-ability 

requirements.  

Low clearance manual assembly is very important to understanding how parts fit 

together and the ways that a human will handle parts. Pointshell shrinking aids in assembly 

of low clearance parts. However, any pointshell shrinking beyond 50% of voxel size runs the 

risk of spatial inversion. This is a well-known limitation of the pointshell-shrinking 

technique.  

Smaller voxels would allow tighter clearances to be assembled. However, the 

number of voxels is limited by the size of computer memory and the speed of the CPU.  The 

operating system requires some memory and so does the voxelization process itself.  A 

typical 32 bit Windows operating system (OS) can address up to 3GB of memory (minus any 

additional memory required by other programs).  Using a 64 bit operating system would 

provide access to greater amounts of memory and allow us to increase the number of 

voxels. 
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Future work includes exploration of voxelization techniques that improves the 

representation the CAD geometry. In addition, better approximation of surface normals 

would result in higher accuracy for the collision models. Currently, surface normals 

associated with each point of the pointshell are calculated from voxel topology, and 

therefore they are only approximately perpendicular to the underlying surface. Methods of 

obtaining surface normals based on boundary representations of the CAD models will be 

explored in the future to improve accuracy.  Manual assembly simulations with haptic 

feedback can reduce the need for expensive and repetitive prototyping if successful 

methodologies with low clearance collision detections emerge.   
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CHAPTER 8. RESULTS 

 

The goal of this research is to combine haptic feedback with geometric constraint-

guided assembly. The research will explore and develop methods to combine voxmap 

pointshell method-based haptic feedback with BREP geometric constraints to allow realistic 

part interaction. Direct CAD input, low cost and precise collision detection are emphasized 

to produce a virtual assembly simulation that is capable of assembling low clearance parts. 

Performance enhancing procedures may be required to optimize the haptic refresh rate. 

Real-time applications such as VR require that all components be optimized to maintain 

high refresh rates. System robustness is another key component to produce an assembly 

methodology that is able to handle multiple models without reducing its refresh rates.  

This hybrid method uses a seamless integration of geometric constraints and physics-

based behavior. The requirements for this method were:  

• No geometric constraint metadata from CAD systems 

• On-the-fly geometric constraint recognitions using BREP data 

• Fast and robust operation 

• No or minimal user intervention 

The hybrid method only considers geometric constraints between circular faces and 

edges and planar faces. All other geometric constraints are ignored by this algorithm. If 

geometric constraints are possible, the algorithm queries the face and edge data from the 

BREP geometry, which is tied directly to the colliding voxels. If two planar faces are colliding 
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and the angle between their surface normals is less than a certain value, a coplanar 

constraint (or coincident alignment) is defined. If the colliding voxels are part of a circular 

face or edge and the difference in diameter between the two geometries and the angle 

between their axes is below a certain threshold value, a concentric constraint is defined. 

Once the geometric constraints are defined, a validity check is performed. This check 

determines if a solution is possible and calculates a new transformation matrix for the 

colliding geometries.  

 

8.1 Evaluation of Hybrid Method 

To evaluate the effect of the hybrid approach on system performance, this section 

presents experimental results of assembly tasks involving several different scenarios. First, 

the system performance was tested without the use of the hybrid method algorithm. The 

system was then tested with the use hybrid method algorithm. The assembly steps using a 

single handed haptic interface will be as follows: 

Step 1: Grab the block model – position and orient it. 

Step 2: Release the block model. 

Step 3: Grab the peg and try to orient and insert it into the stationary block model. 

Step 4: Perform Step 2 – 4 if necessary. 

Using dual handed haptic interaction the user can manipulate both parts simultaneously, 

orienting them with respect to each other to complete assembly. However, for the sake of 

improved performance with the automatic geometric constraint recognition algorithm, the 
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dual handed configuration was not used. Two evaluations are performed on the hybrid 

method. First, the hybrid method is tested and compared to the voxmap pointshell method 

in terms of being able to assemble parts. Secondly, haptic performance and refresh rates 

are examined under the hybrid and the voxmap pointshell method without force blending 

or BREP geometric constraint recognition. It is critical that a refresh rate of 500 to 1000 Hz is 

maintained; otherwise convincing haptic feedback is compromised.  

 

8.2 Low-Clearance Assembly Evaluation of Hybrid Method 

The following section describes the evaluation of the hybrid method with the voxmap 

pointshell method. The voxmap pointshell method will not use any force blending or 

pointshell shrinking to improve its low-clearance assembly.  A pin and hole assembly is 

considered for the low clearance testing. In this case, a peg and a hole are considered. Both 

CAD parts are modeled in SolidEdge and exported as *.JT files. The diameter was chosen 

Table 5 describes the CAD model geometries.  

Table 6: CAD Model Statistics 

Model Diameter (m) Voxel Size (m) Number of Voxels 

Block 0.70 0.01 81,448 

High Clearance Peg 0.65 0.01 32,868 

Low Clearance Peg 0.69 0.01 35,304 

   

8.2.1 Case I: Voxmap PointShell Method Only 

Previous implementations of the voxmap pointshell method are limited because they 

require a large enough clearance between parts due to model approximation with voxels. 
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The first case featured a clearance between the peg and hole of 0.05m. The primary factor 

in determining whether parts can be assembled is the voxel size. In both test cases, a voxel 

size of 0.01m was chosen. In the first test case, the clearance was 0.05m. Since both models 

used a voxel size of 0.01m, insertion of the peg into the block was not difficult. The second 

test case used a clearance of 0.01 with both models using a voxel size of 0.01. Assembly was 

not possible because colliding voxels prevented the peg from insertion into the block. As 

discussed in the previous chapter, assembly depends on the voxel size and the chosen 

clearance between parts. The voxmap pointshell method   

8.2.2 Case II: Hybrid Method 

The second test case describes using the hybrid method to assemble the peg and the 

hole.  During this test case, the automatic geometric constraint recognition was used to 

determine which voxels are in a possible geometric constraint. The force blending algorithm 

then reduced any forces and torques from the voxmap pointshell collisions and used an 

alignment force and torque to aid in the assembly process by pulling the peg into axis 

alignment. The high clearance scenario presents no challenge to the hybrid method and 

both parts can be assembled successfully. The low clearance scenario could not be 

completed with just the voxmap pointshell method.  

To test the hybrid method, the constraint evaluation was turned off. All voxels in 

collision were still checked if constraints are possible, but no geometric constraint 

evaluation was done. Using the hybrid method without geometric constraint evaluation, the 
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collision forces of voxels in geometric constraints are reduced enough to allow both parts to 

be assembled.  

Secondly, the geometric constraint recognition was turned on within the hybrid 

method.  The peg was not able to be inserted into the hole due to an unsafe drop in the 

haptic refresh rate.  Previous approaches using automatic geometric constraint recognition 

have noted that the refresh rates drop significantly during the evaluation of geometric 

constraints. For the hybrid method, each voxel in collision is tested if a geometric constraint 

can be applied and the geometric constraint is then evaluation. The geometric constraint 

algorithm is only active when collisions occur unlike other applications where geometric 

constraints are always checked for.  The actual evaluation of the geometric constraints is 

only done every 10
th

 frame to prevent the frame rate from dropping during the automatic 

geometric constraint recognition algorithm.  The haptic frame rate will be discussed in the 

next section.  

 

Figure 34: Peg and Hole Assembly with Hybrid Method– no Constraint Evaluation 
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Fig. 34 shows the peg inserted into the block using the hybrid method without 

geometric constraint recognition. Because the voxmap pointshell method is the underlying 

method for the collision detection, there are a high number of penetrations between 

interior voxels occurring. These penetrations unfortunately produce collision forces, which 

are used to prevent any parts from ever penetrating another part. Collisions between 

surface voxels are reduced with the hybrid method, collisions forces from interior voxel 

penetrations can be reduced through the hybrid method. The hybrid approach allows parts 

with lower clearances to be assembled, but suffers from low haptic refresh rates during 

geometric constraint evaluation.  

 

8.5 Refresh Rate Evaluation of Hybrid Method 

A key component to haptic assembly methods is the need for very high refresh 

rates. While 500 to 1000 Hz is acceptable for haptic refresh rates, any significant drop in 

refresh rates prevents realistic force feedback to the user. If the haptic loop does not 

perform at the required rate, the consequences are severe. Perceptual lapses such as jumps 

in the graphic loop are undesired. Low haptic update rates can induce haptic instability such 

as possible jolting and buzzing of the haptic interface.  

The assembly scenario is as follows. The peg is moved in the virtual environment by 

the user and collided with the stationary block. The peg collides with the planar face of the 

block and collisions occur. During the hybrid method with constraint evaluation, no 
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constraints are detected. Next, the peg is repositioned. The peg is then inserted into the 

hole (see Fig. 35).   
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Figure 35: Haptic Refresh Rate Comparison 

 

Fig. 35 compares the three different test cases. For all three cases, only the low 

clearance scenario is used. In the first case, only the voxmap pointshell method is used. 

The assembly could not be completed. However, the haptic refresh rate was always 

above 800 Hz. This is not a problem as long as the refresh rate does not drop below 500 

Hz to prevent haptic instabilities (too large time steps can create too large differentials 

in object velocity, collisions, etc). The hybrid method without geometric constraint 
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recognition was tested. Again, the haptic refresh rates did not drop below 800 Hz. 

Lastly, the hybrid method with geometric constraint recognition was tested. The haptic 

refresh rate of this test dropped to 100 Hz when the automatic constraint recognition 

evaluates the geometric constraints. This is very problematic as 100 Hz is not 

acceptable for haptic scenarios.  

8.4 Summary 

The above test results show that the hybrid method combining highly accurate BREP 

geometric constraint recognition and very fast voxel-based collision detection led to a 

distinct improvement in this method’s performance for low clearance scenarios over similar 

research efforts. The hybrid method presents a novel approach by combining inexact voxel-

based collision detection with highly accurate BREP data to allow low clearance of CAD 

parts. Geometric constraints are used to determine which voxel’s collision forces are 

reduced. This allows collision forces to be calculated and applied to voxels to prevent parts 

from penetrating each other.  

The user feels no magnetic force or torque pulling the object into the final assembly 

position. Instead, the hybrid method uses the constraint forces and torques to calculate a 

new position of the object using collision and constraint forces and torques. The user still 

feels the same forces as the voxmap pointshell method by itself. The hybrid method aims to 

provide seamless integrating of collisions and constraint recognition. The constraint 

recognition  
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However, the evaluation of geometric constraints produced a drop in the haptic 

refresh rate that prevents low clearance assembly. Reducing the geometric constraint 

evaluation will improve the haptic refresh rate, but will ultimately lead to inaccurate 

geometric constraint forces and torques. Overlaying the BREP onto the voxel does allow 

exact geometry to be retrieved during collisions and used to  

The hybrid method joins both voxel-based and BREP models concurrently to support 

collision detection with constraint recognition and haptic rendering. Currently, the 

geometric constraint recognition is a bottleneck that is difficult to overcome.  
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 CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION 

 

Haptic force feedback requires frame rates of 1000 Hz to render forces smoothly in a 

virtual environment. Most test bed applications for assembly simulation will provide 

accurate collision detection, but may not have any haptic feedback. On the other hand, 

applications which have haptic feedback require high frame rates to allow smooth haptic 

rendering, but are unable to assemble low clearance parts because of inexact model 

approximations. This research will culminate in a methodology that will allow engineers to 

perform assembly simulations with low clearance parts while simultaneously providing 

haptic feedback. During low clearance assembly situations, geometric constraint based 

guidance will be provided to the user to aid in the assembly process. Haptic rendering adds 

an additional sense to the VR environment. As Chen notes, haptic devices can improve 

realism, allow faster product development cycles, and promote better designs through the 

use of a six DOF force feedback device [79].  

Currently, this hybrid method only considers one geometric constraint. Allowing 

multiple constraints to be applied to the geometric entities is not difficult and should not 

require more computation time. Assemblies typically require more than one geometric 

constraint to be considered fully constrained. Currently, the constraint evaluation drops the 

haptic refresh rate, which is highly problematic and reduces usability of this approach. 

Investigations into implementing a different geometric constraint solver or other methods 

to calculate constraint positions are required.  
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This hybrid approach was developed under a 32-bit operation system. Using a 64-bit 

operating system would allow the user to voxelized the models with more voxels. Large, 

complex scenes may also require 64-bit operation. While the application has been written 

to support 64-bit operation, not all libraries that are pulled into the project have a 64-bit 

compilation.  

This research only considers rigid bodies. Dynamically linked or articulated 

mechanisms have not been considered in this hybrid approach. Developing a method to be 

able to insert two pegs joined by a link that needs to be inserted into two holes may require 

a more parallelized geometric constraint checking to allow for multiple geometric 

constraints to occur. In addition, a method needs to be developed to allow non-rigid bodies 

to be compatible with the voxmap pointshell method. Non-rigid bodies have not been 

considered under the voxmap pointshell method and would require extending the 

physically-based modeling to include links, dampers and other non-rigid connections at the 

individual part level.  

VR applications allow direct manipulation of parts and can enhance collaboration 

between teams. This research will allow manipulation of 3D CAD models within the VR 

environment, furthering human computer interaction by linking haptic feedback models 

and BREP models. Verification of this research will be done through cooperation with Deere 

& Company. Engineers will be able to test the application and an extension to user studies 

can be easily made to verify the effectiveness of the hybrid approach. This hybrid 

methodology allows engineers to have haptic feedback while performing tight assembly 
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operation. Automatic geometric constraint recognition will aid in the assembly process and 

provide guidance when parts are close to each other.  

Although VR assembly scenarios will never become as realistic as the shop floor, 

they will certainly aid in the discovery of better designs for manufacturing and assembly. 

Providing better methodologies to handle complicated scenarios will benefit not only the 

engineering design community, but also medical training, where doctors train on virtual 

patients to perform intricate surgeries. This methodology provides a new way to interact 

with models and improve product design cycle efficiency.   Assembly processes imply the 

need for 6DOF haptic rendering. This research’s goal was to support low clearance assembly 

with haptic force rendering and to minimize manual pre-processing required for the data 

structure.  
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